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The Attack Is Darkest As 
The Glorious Truth Unfolds 

(Editor's note: Readers of THE PHOE- the LIBERATOR'S Computer Bulletin - but, on behalf of the dedicated crew 
N I X  LIBERATOR are generally used to the Board Service because there "could be" who put in many, many, many long hours 
Front Page being devoted to an important subversive or seditious information to get to you THE TRUTH, I can only 
news story such as last week's further thereon. Of course, the important ques- postulate that Mr. Green must indeed be 
exposure of the PO W-MLA deception by tion to ask is, "Subversive or seditious TO aplanted, purposefuldisruptorwho's now 
our sordid government. Well, that kind of WHOM?!" Well, you know the answer to coming unglued at the seams. 
story canonly exist for you to read and act that one, but Yhey" appear to have the Moreover, I am deeply enough in- 
upon because of all the "machinery" roll- biggerguns right now. And so we comply. volved with plans and projects and the 
ing behind the scenes to get THE TRUTH The above is by way of "warmup" to local crew here to state, flatly and un- 
out to you. prepare our regular readers for what equivocally, as  a scientist and scholar of 

We have been doing this so well- little may come as a big shock in Commander international recognition, that all is of the 
by little chipping away at the walls of Hatonn's writing below. lt has been com- very highest integrity I have ever had the 
deception - that it open gives the Aduer- ing back to us, from reliable sources all privilege to experience. No industrial or 
sary enough heartburn to retaliate and over the country, that Mr. George W e n  academic environment of my past can 
attack u s  in one way or another, in an of America West Publishers, who has come close to the distinguished level of 
attempt to get THE TR UTH stopped. been in the responsible position of pub- the work going on here, work that i s  un- 

You regular readers have been follow- lishing the PHOENIX JOURNALS, has derpinned by a tone of responsibility and 
ing this "local" battle of wits between the lately been spreading a most incredible sacred honor to all of you supporters out 
Host, under Commander Hatonn, and the array of lies, apparently - and here we there. That this attrttrtude 'stems directly 
Adversary, for some time.. If it isn't the go again - in a gasping, last-breath at- from the personal honor and integrity of 
attempting to confiscate Commander tempt to bring THE TRUTHto a halt. We Dhanna and Oberli - who would expect 
Hatonn's scribe 'sproperty, it's the JOUR- must really be doing something right! no less among close co-workers - is only 
NALS themselvesor somethingelse: Stop As Editor-In-Chief of THE PHOENIX in keeping with the deep respect we all 
the writing or the distribution of THE LIBERATOR, I, Dr. Edwin M. Young, not hold toward Those who are working with 
TR UTH in any way and at any cost! only take extreme personal exception to us  from a Higher Level to get this planet 

This past week we even received very Mr. Green's particular lies about the in- back into its original, God-given and glo- 
reliable word that we better shut down tegrity of LIBERATOR content and quality Please see GLORIOUS TRUTH, p. 27 
I I / \ 
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Revisiting The Holocaust Lie 
Let THE TRUTH Be Known! 

21 1/93 #1 HATONN mination camps on Gerxlnan sou"? the U.S. during WWK 

HOLOCAUST Yes. In Books and Bookmen, April, 7. Who set up the first concentration 
1 9 75 issue. He claims the "gassings" of camps, and where and when? 

What about that "old Holocaustn that Jews took place in Poland. 
won't die and go away? Every time we The first use of concentration camps in 
write on the subject we are flooded with 4 .  If Dachau was in Getmany and the westemworld was upparentlyinAmerica 
threats against lives, denouncements, even Simon Weisenthal says that it during the Revolutioruzry War. The British 
outright attacks and so on. Yet, none of was not an extermination camp, why interned thousands of Americans, many of 
the numbers add up, none of the stories do thousands of veterans in America whom died of disease and beatings. An- 
are backed by anything other than shouts say that it was an extermination drew Jackson and his brother-who died- 
of Anti-Semitism, bigots and "down with camp? were two. Laterthe British set up concentra- 
Christianity" and equal rights for Athe- tion camps in South AfricQ to hold Dutch 
ists. So again, in defense of my scribe Because after the Allies captured women and children during their conquest 
and staff, comes more information for Dachau, thousands of G.1.s were led of that country (The Boer War). Tens of 
thoughtful insight. We have published through Dachau and shown buildings al- thousands died in these hell-holes, which 
these things prior to this Vor instance, leged to be gas chambers, and because were farworsethanany Germanwncentm- 
the recent 1/ 12/ 93 LIBERATOR, plus the mass-media widely, but falsely, stated tion camp of WW LI, 
JOURNALS #39 and #40, THE TRILLION that Dachau was a "gassing" camp. 
DOLLAR LIE: THE HOLOCAUST-VOLS. 8. How did German concentration 
I & 11; see backpage fororderinginforma- 5. Auschwitz was in Poland, not camps dmer from American relocation 
tion.]-but we have new readers with Germany. Is there any proof that gas camps which interned Japanese and 
'inquiring mindsn and we shall offer chambers for the purpose of killing German-Americans during WW 113 
again the thought-provoking questions human beings existed a t  or in 
regarding the "Holocaust" as presented Auschwitz? Except for the name, the only significant 
to you-the-world. difference was that the Germans interned 

No. A reward of $50,000 was offered persons on a basis of being a real or sus- 
66 OUESTIONS AND ANSWERS for such proof, the money being held on pected security threat to the Gennan war 

ON THE HOLOCAUST trust by a bank, but no one came up with effort whereas the Americans interned per- 
any credible evidence. Auschwitz, cap- sons on the basis of mce alone. 

1.  What proof exists that the Nazis tured by  the Soviets, was extensively 
practiced genocide or deliberately modified after the war and mortuaries 9. Why did the Oarmans intern Jews 
killed six million Jews? were reconstructed to look like large "gas in concentration camps? 

chambers". It is now a big tourist attrac- Because the Gennuns considered Jews 
NONE. The only evidence is the testi- tion for the communist Polish government. a direct threat to their national sovereignty 

mony of individual "Survivors". This and survival, and because Jews were over- 
testimony is contradictory, and no "survi- [YOU WILL PLEASE RER UN THE AR- whelmingly represented in communist sub- 
vor" claims to have actually witnessed TICLE ON THE PROOF OF THE LIE OF version. However, all suspected security 
any gasstng. There is no hard evidence A USCHWITZ-AGAIN-IMMEDIA TELY risks-not only Jews-were in danger of 
whatsoever no mounds of ashes, no cre- FOLLOWING THIS LISTING OF QUES- internment. The "Jews"Qctua1ly e c d ~ h m d  
matoria capable of doing the job, no piles TIONS AND ANSWERS. MAN IS W I N G  ruarJJ against the Gennans as well. 
of clothes, no human soap, no lamp shades TO WAVE T O  ecFACEm TRUTH WHETHER 
made of human skin, no records, no de- OR NOT HE LIXES OF IT IF HE IS TO 10.What extenshm measuredid world 
mograp hic statistics. SURVIVE ON THIS PLANET.] {Editor's Jewry undertake against Germany as 

note: This was the Front Page story from the early as 19333 
2. What proof exists that i i x  million I/ 12/ 93 LIBERATOR and we are including 

Jews were NOT killed by tha-Nazis? it later in this writing at the point where AnintemationalboyaottofGemgoods. 
Commander Hatonn indicates to insert it.) 

Extensive evidence, including that of a 1 1. Did the Jews of the world Udeclare 
forensic, demographic, analytical and com- 6. If Auschwitzwasn't aUdeathcampn, war on Germanyn? 
parative nature, exists proving the im- what was its true purpose? 
possibility of such a figure, an exag- - Yes. The world media carried the 
gemtion of, perhaps, 1000 %. It was a large-scale m a f ~ ~ f a d u r i n g  corn- headlines, OJudea Declares War on 

plex. Synthetic rubber (Buna) was made Germany.'@ 
3. Did Simon Weisenthal once state there, and its inmates were used as a 

in writing that Uthere were no exter- workforce. The Bunaprvcess was used in 12. Was this before or after the ru- 
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mors of the "death campsn began? BENEFIT THE JEWS TODAY? tion? 

Nearly six years before. Judea declared It removes them from any criticism as If the Nazis had intended to use gas to 
war on Gennariy in 1933. a gtvup. It provides a "common bond" exterminate people, far more efmentgases 

with which their leaders can control them. were available. Zyklon-B is very inefficient 
13. What nation is credited with be- It is instrumental in money-raising cam- except when used as a firnigation agent. 

ing the fixst to practice mass civilian paigns and tojustify aid to Israel, totaling 
bombing? about $1 0 BILLION PLUS per year. 30. How long does it take to fully 

ventilate an area fumigated by Zyklon- 
Great Britain--on 1 1 May 1 940. 22. How does it benefit the State of B? 

Israel? 
14. How many gas chambers to kill About 20 hours. The whole procedure is 

people were there at  Auschwitz? It justifies the billions of dollars in extremelyinmlvedandtechnical. Gasmasks 
"reparations" the State of Israel has re- have to be used and well-trained techni- 

NONE. ceived from West Germany (East Ger- cians only are employed. 
many refised to pay). It is  used by the 

15. How many Jews were in the areas Zionist/lsrael lobby to control American 3 1. Auschwitz commandant Hoe- 
that came to be controlled by the Ger- foreign policy toward Israel and to said that his men would enter the gas 
mans before the war? force American taxpayers to put up chamber ten minutes after the Jews had 

all the money Israel wants. AND THE died and remove them. How do you 
LESS THAN FOUR (4) MILLION? ANNUAL ANTE IS GROWINGEACHAND explain this? 

EVERY YEAR. 
16. If the Jews of Europe were not It can't be explained because ifthey had 

exterminated by the Nazis, what hap- 23. How does it BENEFIT MANY done this they would have suffered the 
pened to them? CHRISTIAN CLERGYMEN? same fate us the previous occupants. 

After the war the Jews of Europe were It correlates with the Old Testament 32. Hoe- said in his confession his 
still in Europe except forperhaps 300,000 of idea of Jews being the persecuted "Cho- men would smoke cigarettes as they 
them who had died of all causes during the sen People". It also keeps the Israeli- pulled the dead Jews out of the gas 
war, and those who had emigmted to Israel, controlled "Holy Land" accessible to the chambers ten minutes after gassing. 
the United States, Argenh'm, Canada, etc. clergy. Isn't Zyklon-B explosive? 
Most Jews who left Europe did so after, not 
during, the war. They are ALL accounted 24. How does it benefit the Commu- Highly so. The Hoe- c o ~ d o n  is 
for. nists? obviously false. 

17. How many Jewsfled to deep within I t  hides the extent of their own 
the Soviet Union? war-mongering and attvcities before, 

during and after the war. 
Over two million. The Germans did not 

have access to this Jewish population. 25. How does it benefit Britain? 

18. How many Jews emigrated prior In the same way it benefits the Soviet 
to the war, thus being outside of German Union. 
reach? 

26. Is there any evidence that Hitler 
Over a million (not including those ab- knew of a mass extermination of Jews? 

sorbed by the USSR). 
No. 

19. If Auschwitz was not an extermi- 
nation camp, why did the commandant, 27. What kind of gas was used by the 
Rudolph Hoess, confess that it was? Nazis in concentration camps? 

7lrne-honored methods were used to get Zyklon-B, a hydrocyanic gas. [H: The 
him to tell his captors what they wanted to current UPOPE" actually sold much of 
hear. this gas to Germany during that time 

period. Just  an interesting side-note. 
20. 1s there any proof that torture That was his business.] 

was used by American, British and So- 
viet captors to force uconfessions" of 28. For what purpose was, and is, 
German officials after the war? this gas manufactured? 

There is extensive evidence of torture For the extermination of the typhus- 
having been used both before and dur- bearing louse. It is used to fumigate 
ing the famous Nummberg trials--and clothing and quarters. It is readily avail- 
after, in the case of other war crimes able today. 
trials. 

29. Why did they use this instead of a 
2 1. How does the uHolocaustn story gas more suitable for mass extermina- 

33. What was the exact procedure the 
Nazis allegedly used to exterminate 
Jews? 

The stories range from dropping the gas 
canisters into a crowded room from a hole in 
the ceiling to piping it through shower heads. 
"Millions" of Jews are alleged to have been 
killed in this manner. 

34. How could such a mass program 
have been kept secret from Jews who 
were scheduled for extermination? 

It couldn't have been kept secret. The 
fact is that there was no such mass-gassing 
anywhere. The rumors of such came from 
strictly Jewish sources as tales. 

35. If Jews scheduled for execution 
knew the fate in store for them, why did 
they go to their death without nght or 
protest? 

They didn't jighf or protest simply be- 
cause there was no intention to kill them 
They were simply interned and forced to 
work. 

36. About how many Jews died in the 
concentration camps? 

About 300,000. 
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37. How did they die? entire period such cremators were in 
operation? 

Mainly from recum'ng typhus epidemics 
that ravaged war-torn Europe during the About 430,600. 
period. Also from starvation and lack of 
medical attention toward the end of the war 45. Can a crematory wen be operated 
when vittually all road and rail transports- 100% of the time? 
tion had been bombed out by the Allies. 

No, 50% of the time is a generous esti- 
38. What is typhus? mate (1 2 hours per day.) Cremator ovens 

have to be cleaned thoroughly and regularly 
The disease always appears when many when in heavy operation. 

people are jammed together for long periods 
without bathing. It is carried by lice which 46. How much ash is left from a 
infest hair and clothes. Annies and navies cremated corpse? 
have traditionally required short haircuts on 
their men because of the danger of typhus. After the bone is ground down, about a 
Ironically, if the Germans had used more shoebox-full. 
Zylclon-B, more Jews might have survived 
life in the concentration camps. 47. If six million people had been 

incinerated by the Nazis, what happened 
39. What is the difference if six mil- to the ashes? 

lion or 300,000 Jews died during this 
awesome period? That remains to be explained. SiK million 

bodies would produce literally tons upon 
5,700,000 at least, as every subsequent tons of ashes. Yet there is no evidence of 

year the Jews raise the number of deaths. any large depositories such as a s h  
Contrary to holocaust propaganda-there 
was no deliberate attempt to exterminate 48. Do Allied wartime photos of 
anyone. Auschwitz (daring the period when the 

"gas chambers" and crematoria were 
40. Many &wish survivors of the supposed to be in full operation) reveal 

Udeath camps" say they saw bodies be- gas chambers? 
ing piled up in pits and burned. How 
much gasoline would have to be used to No. In fact, these photographs do not 
perform this? even reveal a trace of the enonnous amounts 

of smoke which were supposedly constantly 
A great deal more than the Germans had over the camp. Nor do they evidence the 

access to as there was a substantial fuel "openpits" in which bodies were allegedly 
shortage at that time. burned. 

4 1. Can bodies be burned in pits? 49. What was the main provision of 
the German "Nuremberg Lawsn of 19353 

No, it is impcssible for human bodies to 
be totally consumed by flames in this man- Laws against intermam'age and sexual 
ner as not enough heat can be generated in relations between Germans and Jews simi- 
open pits. lar to laws existing in m e t  today. 

42. "Holocaustn authors claim that 50. Were there any American prece- 
the Nazis were able to cremate bodies in dents for the Nuremberg Laws? 
about 10 minutes. How long does it take 
to incinerate a body according to profes- Many states in the U. S.A. had laws pre- 
aional cremator operators? venting intermarriage and sexual relations 

between persons of different races long 
About 2 hours. before the Nazis. 

43. Why did the concentration camps 
have crematory ovens? 

To dispose efficiently and sanitarily of 
the corpses created by the typhus epidem- 
ics. 

44. Given a 10Wh duty cycle of all the 
crematoria in all the camps in German- 
controlled territory, what is the maxi- 
mum number of corpses it would have 
been possible +a €-inatate dlrrinP the 

5 1. What did the International Red 
Cross have to report with regard to the 
"Ho1ocaust" question? 

A report on the visit of an RC delegate to 
Auschwitz in September 1944, pointed out 
that internees were permitted to receive 
packages and that rumors of gas chambers 
could not be verified. 

52. What was the role of the Vatican 
during the time the six miUiOn Jews 

were alleged to have been exterminated? 

Ifthere had been an extermination plan, 
'the Vatican would most certainly have been 
in a position to know. But since there was 
none, the Vatican had no reason to speak 
out against it. 

53. What evidence is there that Hitler 
knew of the ongoing Jewish extermina- 
tion? 

None. 

54. Did the Nazis and the Zionists 
collaborate? 

Yes. Both gmups we= intemsted in 
m d n g  the Jews fmm Eumpe and 
maintained f riendly d u f f  ons through- 
out the war. 

55. What caused Anne Frank's death 
just several weeks before the end of the 
war? 

56. Is the Anne Frank Diary genuine? 

No, the evidence compiled by Ditlieb 
Felderero f Sweden and Dr. Robert Faurisson 
of France proves conclusively that the fa- 
mous diary is a literary hoax. 

57. What about the numerous photo- 
graphs and footage taken in the German 
concentration caxxtps' showing piles of 
emaciated corpses? Are these fake? 

Photographs can be faked, yes. But it is 
far easier merely to add a caption or com- 
ment to a photo or a piece of footage that 
does not tell the truth about what that photo 
or film actually shows. Does a pile of 
emaciated corpses mean that these people 
were "gassed* or deliberately starved to 
death? Or could this mean that these 
people were victims of a raging typhus 
epidemic or starved due to the lack of food 
in the camps toward the end of the war? 
Pictures of piles of German women and 
children Icilled in Allied bombing raids 
have been passed off as dead Jews. 

58. Who originated the term, "Geno- 
cide"? 

Raphael Lemkin, a Polish Jew, in a 
book-which appeared in 1 944. 

59. Were films such as Holocaust 
and The Winds of War documentary 
films? 

No, thefilms do not claim to be history. 
Unfortunately, all too many people have 
taken them to be accurate representations 
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of history a s  it really happened. lishment does not want any in-depthdiscus- and in many countries you can be slapped 
don about the f a d s  sumunding the "Jew- in jail. 

60. About how many books have been ish Holocaust" myth But now things are different. In this 
published which refute some aspect of issue we report on the admission by Dr. 
the standard claims made about the 66. Where can I get more information Franciszek Piper, senior curator and direc- 
uHolocaustn? about the "other side" of the "Holo- tor of archives at the Auschwitz State Mu- 

caust" story as well as facts concerning seum, that the gas chambers displayed to 
At least 60. More are in process of other areas of WWII historical revision- visitors and in which it is claimed that 4.1 

production. ism? million people perished are fakes, built 
AFTER THE WAR. 

6 1. What happened when a historical The Institute for Historical Review, P.O. Even those associated with the mu- 
institute offered $50,000 toanyone who Box 1306, Tomme, Calif: 90505 canies a seum at Auschwitz no longer claim the 4.1 
could prove that Jews were gassed at wide variety of books, cassette and video million figure; they revised it downward to 
Auschwitz? tapes on significant historical subjects. 1 . 1  million .... but even that figure is 

wrong.. . . 
No proof was submitted as claim on the END OF QUOTING 

reward, but the institute was sued for $1 7 END OF QUOTING 
million by a *Holocaust" suruiuorwho claims * * * 
the reward offer caused him to lose sleep, t * * 
caused his business to suffer, and repre- Or, you can stay tuned to the LIBERA- 
sented "injuriousdenialofestablishedfad". TOR and get the appropriate JOURNALS. I am going to publish this because my 
[H: "Establishedn fact? Is not a fact a We are not in the business of "ripping" scribe has been tormented, terrorized, ridi- 
fact--what is this "established factn? anything or anyone-but when my Scribe culed and attacked by the ADL, labeled a 
Have to keep your eyes open, sleepy- is losing her home to these set-up systems, heretic, anti-Semite and even had our writ- 
heads!] I find my own self irritated. Judge Jason ings entered AGAINST her as “preposter- 

Brent, who was the first Judge on the ous and lies" in a court case-regarding 
62. What about the claim that those case-has publicly stated in Interview in a residency rights to her home. WE HAVE 

who question the uHolocaust" are anti- major newspaper that this "author" and NEVER SAID THERE WAS NO HOLO- 
Semitic or neo-Nazi? the LIBERATOR is 'neo-Nazi" and "dis- CAUST-WE HAVE SAID OVER AND 

gusting". The Attorney for the Opposition OVER AGAIN THAT THE RECOGNIZED 
This is a smear designed to draw atten- entered copies of the earlier PHOENlX EX- "JEWSn OF TODAY ARE ACTUALLY ZI- 

tion away from facts and honest arguments. PRESS INTO THE COURT RECORD AND ONIST KWBARUNS AND THAT THE 
Scholars who refite "Holocaust" claims are FILES WITH PORTIONS UNDERLINED FOR HOLOCAUST "DID NOT HAPPEN AS THE 
of allpersuasions-Democmts, Republicans, THE JUDGE AND STATING THAT THE ORTHODOXSTORY IS PRESENTED AND 
Libertan'ans, Socialists, Christians, Jews, MATERIALIS PREPOSTEROUS, ETC. Since THAT THERE WERE NOT EVEN 6 MIL- 
etc. There is no correlation between "Holo- when does an Illegal failure of Sale on LION JEWS PRESENT IN THE AREA AT 
caust" refitation and anti-Semitism or neo- publicly auctioned property have anything THE TIME!" 
Nazism. As a matter of fact, there are to do with a Jewish "attitude" even if there 
increasing numbers of ~ewishscholars who is one? If you aren't scared yet, Ameri- I write this in "her" honor for the as- 
openly admit that evidence for the "Holo- cans-then YOU ARE DEAD! saults are painful and have been unceas- 
must" is severely laching. I ask that the article requested earlier ingly battering but I want her to always 

be inserted at tgis point, please: remember that in our work-AS WITH ALL 
63. What has happened to the histo- THINGS-TRUTH WILL OUT1 It often 

rians who have questioned the "Holo- 1/11/93#2 HATOHN takes long--even unto the ending of a 
caust" material. planet's cycles for all Truth to come forth- 

QUOTING: but God sees to the evolvement of Truth 
They have been subject to smear cam- before all is lost to darki-ess. 

paigns, loss of academic positions, loss of PERSONAL. . . FROM THE i W m R  
pensions, destruction of theirproperty and (Spotlight, J a n .  1 1, 1993) I ask that ALL note this statement: 
physical violence. Judge Jason Brent (who summarily ruled 

against Ekkers in a court of law) c d e d  
64. Has the Institute for Historical For years, we have been accused of not them flakes, deadbeats, andother names 

Review suffered any retaliation for its believing in the 'holocaust", which has (in front of many witness in the court- 
efforts to uphold the right of freedom of become the equivalent of a state religion in room--but thenulost" the tapes bearing 
speech and academic freedom? American society and in most countries in the statements) also held a news confer- 

the West. You can question everything ence and in the Bakersfield paper called 
The H R  has been bombed three times else-in fact, you are encouraged to when the writings preposterous, neo-nazi in 

andpicketedtwice, withdemonstrators from it comes to morality or Christianity or content among other accusations. This 
the Jewish Defense kaguef2ying the Israeli patriotism-and courageous defenders of was published in a major newspaper. 
flag and shouting death threats. Death "free speech" will line up behind your right JUST HOW CAN A PERSON FIND JUS- 
threats by telephone are virtually a daily to peddle pornography, defame Christians TICE IN A COURT JUDICIAL SYSTEM 
occurrence. All newspaper coverage is hos- or burn the flag. THAT PRONOUNCES EXECUTION BASED 
tile if there is any coverage at all. But if you question the validity of the ON SUCH BIGOTRY? THIS SAME PA- 

accepted version of history concerning the PERWORK AND BACK-CHAMBERS COL- 
65. Why is there so little publicity for alleged murder of 6 million people in Ger- LUSION HAS FOLLOWED EVERY STEP: 

your point of view? many in World War 11, you will be cast out OF THIS CASE THROUGH ALL THE 
of society, those "free speechn defenders COURTS AND ' THESE PEOPLE HAVE 

Because forpolitical reasons the Estab- will line up to shut you up or destroy you, LIVED IN PURE uHELL" FOR NEARLY 
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FIVE YEARS! I OWE D m  THIS historical "fact" on which the foreign and able fact" that homicidal gassings had 
DEDICATION BECAUSE WORKING FOR domestic policies of all of the Western taken place at Auschwitz. The number of 
ME HAS NOT BEEN AN EASY FUN-AND- nations since World War I1 are based. those so executed-also declared irrefut- 
GAMES TASK. THANK YOU, FRIEND, It is the basis for the $100 billion in able-was 4.1 million. 
FOR NOT TURNING AWAY FROM ME foreign aid the United States has poured Then came the LeuchterReportin 1988. 
THOUGH THE VALLEY OF SHADOWS into the state of Israel since its inception in This was followed by a 'reevaluation" of 
WAS WIDE AND DEEP. 8ALU 1948-amounting to $16,500 for every the total deaths at Auschwitz (down to 1.1 

man, woman and child in the Jewish state million). A s  a budding historian-and a 
You will note that basically the "Sovi- and billions more paid by (West) Germany Jew--Cole was intrigued. 

ets" perpetuated the "story" ofAuschwitz- in "reparations"-not to mention the con- Previous to 1992, anyone who publicly 
interestingly enough. Could it be now the structing of Israel's national telephone, doubted the 4.1 million "gassing" deaths 
'payoff to "get the Jews" after sucking electrical and rail systems, gifts of the at Auschwitz was labeled an anti-Semite, 
them into the trap? The Soviets despise the German people. It is the basis for the $10 neo-nazi skinhead (at the very least). Qui- 
Bolshevik Zionists and it is "they" and not billion "loan" (read "gift") made to Israel etly, because of revisionist findings, the 
the 'Judaists" that are the point of this for housing immigrants in occupied terri- official figure was lowered to 1.1 million. 
revelation to humanity. It is the Soviet tories, while Americans sleep on streets No mention of that missing 3 million. 
Khazarian "Communists" (Socialists) who and businesses are bankrupted by the In 1988, Ernst Zundel was put on trial 
also are in control of America-so it is a thousands. in Canada for "publishing false news". He 
good opportunity for a few of you sleeping Germany is payingUreparations"-and wrote a book which questioned the legiti- 
Americans and World to WAKE UP AND the United States is making major contri- macy of the Auschwitz gas chamber. 
SMELL THE COFFEE AND TOAST! YOU butions-to atone for the "gassings at Helping with the defense were interna- 
HAVE BEEN "HADw!-AGAIN! Auschwitz" and elsewhere. If the "homi- tionally known historians including Rob- 

cidal gas chambersw were postwar cre- ert Faurisson, David Ilving and Mark Weber. 
QUOTING ations, in which no one was gassed regard- Zundel went looking for an expert on 

less of race, creed, color or country of executions, particularlygassings. He found 
MAJOR HISTORICAL FACT national origin, then these "reparations" Leuchter, who specializes in the design 

UNCOVERED were unnecessary, and were based on fraud. and fabrication of execution hardware used 
The videotape on which Piper makes his in prisons throughout the United States. 

SHOCKING AUSCHWITZ TESTIMONY revelations was taken in mid-1992 by a Leuchter was commissioned to visit Po- 
young Jewish investigator, David Cole. It land and conduct a scientific examination 

What was the mast important historical has just been released, on January 1, of the so-called homicidal gas chambers. 
event of 19923 Don't answer until you've 1993, although Cole announced his project On February 25,1988, Leuchter left for 
read this story. (Exclusive to the Spotlight, at the 1 lth International Revisionist Con- Poland together with his wife Carolyn, his 
by P. Samuel Foner) ference at Irvine, California last October. draftsman Howard Miller, cinematogra- 

Cole's production follows 12 years of pher Jurgen Neumann and Polish inter- 
The director of Auschwitz has been intensive investigation by dozens of histo- preter Theodor Rudolph. They returned on 

filmed on videotape admitting that the so- rians, journalists and scientists who have March 3. Then he wrote his controversial 
called gas chamber there was constructed tried to get to the bottom of what really report. 
after the war. happened at Auschwitz. 

In the dramatic and unprecedented In 1979, the Institute for Historical Re- NO GAS CHAMBERS 
filmed interview, Dr. Franciszek Piper, se- view (IHR) was founded which coordinated 
nior curator and director of archives at the these investigations in an effort to "bring His conclusions were clear: The evi- 
Auschwitz State Museum, admits on cam- history into accord with the facts." [H: Be dence was overwhelming that there were 
era that "Krema I", the alleged 'homicidal sure, readers, that certainly there is no execution gas chambers at Auschwitz, 
gas chamber" shown off to hundreds of great DENIAL and denouncements and Birkenau and Majdanek and that the al- 
thousands of tourists every year at the cries of anti-Semitism and on and on- leged gas chambers at these sites could not 
Auschwitz main camp, is, in fact, a recon- just as with the Zionist Protocols which have been, then or now, utilized or seri- 
struction, fabricated after the war by the are also claimed to be false but are the ously considered to function as execution 
Soviet Union-apparently on the direct very PLAN ITSELF!] Since then the IHR gas chambers. 
orders of dictator .;ef Stalin. has published dozens of papers and books, In the words of Dr. Wilhelm Staglich, 

What Piper SCL~L~, in effect-and on cam- none of which has ever been refuted, con- another internationally known historian, 
era-was that the explosive Leuchter Re- cerning various aspects of the "holocaust". "the extermination thesis stands or falls 
p o r t  was correct: No homicidal gassings A major aspect that has been investi- with the allegation that Auschwitz was a 
took place in the building designated 'ho- gated concerns the gas chamber theory, 'death factory'." 
rnlcidal gas chambers" at Auschwitz. and the biggest and the busiest gas cham- Leuchter says: "The putpose [of the in- 

Ironically, for someone to even suggest ber was supposedly at Auschwitz. vestigation and subsequent report] does not 
such a thing could bring a jail sentence in The activities of the IHR have been so include a determination of any numbers of 
more than one country-includingenlight- controversial that on the night of July 4, persons who died or were killed by means 
ened nations like France, Canada and 1984, after two years of harassment and other than gassiw or as to whether an 
Germany. (Just ask Ernst Zundel. But vandalism, it was burnt to the ground by adual Holocaust occurred. It,firther, is not 
more about him later.) Israeli agents. Miraculously it was able to the intent of this author to redefine Holo- 

continue operations after some months of caust in historioal tenns, but simply to sup- 
'FACTS' ARE LIES inactivity. ply scientijic evidence and information ob- 

tained at the actual sites and to render an 
With this admission by none other than INSTRUCTED FROM YOUTH opinion based on all available scientipc, 

the responsible head of the Auschwitz State engineering and quantitative data as to the 
Museum, one of the most sacred "facts" of Like most Americans, since his youth, purpose and usages of the alleged ercecu- 
history has been destroyed. It is the major Cole had been instructed in the "krefut- tion gas chambers and crematory facilities 
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at the investigated locations. " issue. I reasoned that if1 went to Auschwitz wonder?! 
With this in mind, Cole took his video as a Jew ratherthan as a "revisionist", that 

equipment to Auschwitz and interviewed Iwould have a better chance to cut through David Cole's video is on VHS for $49; 
official personnel there. Piper was the the misinformution and lies that so distort available from Liberty Library, 300 Inde- 
most important of these interviewees. Fol- what really happened in the German camps pendence Ave. SE, Washington, D .C. 
lowing his comment that the "homicidal during the war. 20003. The Leuchter Report, $20, from 
gas chambers" were fabrications, Piper Perhaps, Ithought, iflwere to approach IHR, P.O. Box 2739, Newport Beach, CA 
reveals, on camera, how walls were knocked the Auschwitz officials asa Jew, mypointed 92659. And, no, these ones here do not 
down, holes made in the ceiling and "Zyklon 'quesfions, tactrnlyput, would be interpreted have a copy of either! 
B induction chimneys" installed on the not as the debunking questions of a revi- - 

roof so that the building could be exhibited sionist, but ratherthe sincere questions of a 2/ 1/93 #1 HATONN 
to tourists from all over the world as a proof righteous Jew wanling toget the real facts to (continued) 
of the "final solution". answer those back home who say there 

And Piper doesn't stop there. He de- were no gas chambers. Then, allow us  to present a few facts 
scribes other "proofs" of the 'final solu- (I remember at one point standing in regarding the "Jews" as they have falsely 
tion", which are also "reconstructions". Krema and telling the supervisor of guides labelled themselves, these Khazarian Zi- 
He discusses the routine use of Zyklon B to at Auschwitz that 'You must tell me the onists! 
delouse buildings and the personal effects whole truth so that when Iget buck home I 
of the internees, and he admits, on camera, can speak with authority against those who CRIMES BY THE "JEWS" 
that the Lacchter Report's findings con- say 'd this'neuer happened.") So, donning NOT REPORTED BY THE NEWS 
cerning Zyklon B residues in the alleged my yarmulke, and not letting anybody in WE MIGHT ADD ... 
gas chambers at Auschwitz are right. Poland know where my sympathies were, I 

began my journ ey... I request, again, that the information 
PARADOXICAL BELIEFS The Colevideotape provesthat the people given be simply "quoted" for I do not want 

who run the Auschwitz State Museum had to be THE issue at point in this sharing of 
He then, paradoxically, affirms his be- made a practice of fabricating "proofs" of information. 

lief, not only in homicidal "gassing cham- homicidal gassings. Keep in mind that, 
bers", but also in the "human soap" tales over the years, millions of tourists have QUOTING: 
and the stories about 'human skin" been told that Krema I is in its original 
lampshades, both ofwhich allegations long state, while the officials knew that this Our 'uncensored" news media forgot 
ago have been totally debunked. "original statew is a lie. to tell you a thing or two about those war 

And the revelations go on. In the video, The political, religious, financial and criminals they love to worship ... Jewish 
you tour Auschwitz with Cole and hear him historical ramifications of this proof of no war criminals and Jewish war crimes. The 
being told that the main camp "gas cham- gas chambers at Auschwitz cannot be MEDIA imane: 
be? (Krema I) is in its "original state". You measured. Coupled with the LaLchter Re- The Jews say, "We love eueryone ... we 
will see the undaunted Cole ask so many port, the Cole videotape proves that what believe in peace, equality, tolerance and 
questions about the obviously ridiculous every Western government has taught since love for all mankind. Let all men come 
nature of this "gas chamber" that the World War I1 is a lie. It proves that what together as brothers and sisters-let us  love 
guide feels it necessary to call her supervi- televangelists such as Jerry Falwell and one another as ourprophets and sages have 
sor over to answer the young historian. Pat Robertson have been telling their flocks told us ... the world needs more brotherhood 

Cole says: When I went to Europe in the is simply not true. and love and peace ... we must all combat 
autumn of 1992 to conduct my own investi- No one, regardless of race, creed, color BIGOTRY, HATE and RACISM!" 
gation of the sites of the alleged "gassings" or country of national origin, was gassed to 
of Jews during World War I& two ideas were death in any building so designated at THE REALITY 
paramount in my mind. Auschwitz. And without "homicidal gas 

Thefirst was that the trip be recorded on chambers" at Auschwitz, where is the rea- [H: Well, I guess the first place to look 
videotape sothat, ratherthan bringing back soning for the special treatment afforded is outside Lebanon at some 400 Pales- 
a bunch of colorful anecdotes to bore my the secular state of Israel? tinians expelled and held without re- 
friends, I would bring back an objective sources or place to go-in subfreezing 
record of whatIfound. What Iexpected to be ! 1 ! 1 ! ! ! ! 1 1  weather, without food supplies or sex- 
a great leanu'ng experience for me could be vices and refused any help from outside 
one for others too. My discoveries could END OF QUOTING sources. Every day you can look some- 
become yourdiscoueries. Hopefully, Iwould where around the world to find a dozen 
ask the questions that you would ask i f  you So, readers, do you think this will make or more current incidents which dis- 
were to make thejourney yourself: headlines on Larry King Live? How about pate the truth of what they SAY.] 

The second idea was that I would go as CNN? Do you think the Jewish-controlled LITERALLY, 'Tob Shebe-goyyim harog." 
a Jew. No fwopeoples have been affected Israel First mediawill headline the truth?? Goyim means Gentile (non-Jew). This is 
more by the Holooaust story than the Ger- Oh, well, do you think the Administration the slogan of Zionism and was uttered by 
mans and the Jews. We know how difficult who has given Israel BILLIONS UPON BIL- their most revered "prophet and sage", 
it hQs been for Germans themselves to ex- LIONS of dollars will admit that there is Rabbi Simon ben Yohai, whose grave in 
pose the demptions of the Holocaust Lobby. error? Come, come--how many years did Israel is a national sfirine. The accuracy of 
Germans are forbidden by law, in their own it take for the Catholic Church to recognize this quotation is verified in the article titled 
country, to state publicly that they do not the TRUTH OF GALILEO that the Earth "Gentiles" in the 1907 edition of the Jew- 
believe in the orthodoxgas chamber stories; revolves around the Sun, and not the other ish Encyclopedia, published by Funk and 
forbidden from discussing their own his- way around? (Only within the last couple of Wagnalls; Isidore Singer, general editor. 
tory. months!!) The going phrase and battle cry is that 

Jewish organizations haue decided that "even the best of the Goyim (Gentiles) 
they musthavea monopolyonthe Holoc~ust So, what will YOU do with TRUTH? I should be KILLED." 
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The genocidal and racist mentality of 
the modern Jew is often evident as well.. .for 
example, in 1986, Israeli Army Chief Chap- 
lain Shmuel Derlich issued an order to the 
Jewish Army to exterminate ALL GER- 
MANS TO THE LAST MAN, WOMAN AND 
CHILD. (The National Magazine, Aug. 16, 
1986, p. 103. For further testimony about 
Jewish hatred and racism toward non- 
Jews also see Jewess Evelyn Kaye's testi- 
mony in the book, The Hole In The Sheet.) 

After the Israeli invasion of Lebanon the 
Israeli Air Force indiscriminately bombed 
clearly marked schools and hospitals. 
Researcher Alexander Cockburn states that 
Israeli forces have been responsible for 
200,000 deaths since 1948 (The Nation 
magazine, June 23, 1984, p.754). Yet 
there is virtually no move in America to cut 
off U.S. taxpayer support of this carnage. 
Americans have armed and bankrolled this 
Zionist murder-spree for more than forty 
years. (For graphic documentation of the 
Israeli Air Force Holocaust against Leba- 
non see the tightly-suppressed book, God 
Cried by Tony Clifton, Quartet Books, 1983; 
also Village Voice, Feb. 14, 1984 for docu- 
mentation on the censorship of this book.) 

America has become a haunted house, 
where concern for the Jewish ghosts of the 
1930s and 40s is infinitely greater than 
concern for the welfare of flesh and blood 
humanity suffering and dying in Palestine 
at the present time. 

The media-induced furation with only 
one war, one war crime and one nation of 
supposed war criminals has served as a 
handy focus for attention away from Jew- 
ish murders not only of the present but 
also of the past. 

The e d y  Communist leadership in 
Russia consisted of hundreds of Jews like 
Leon Trotsky, Moses Uritsky, Apfelbaum 
(Zionviev) and the half-Jew, Lenin. They 
made up the highest ranks of the secret 

If there was an authentic 'Holocaust" these traits are mendaciously projected 
in World War 11, it was the burning alive of onto the Germans in the various, outland- 
approximately one-half million Gemman ish 'tossed into the oven" stories. For a 
women, children and other civilians in particularly egregious example of this cf. 
dellberate allied Air Force Firebombings Canadian Jewish News, Sept. 28,1989, p. 
of the civilian quarters of every major 12. (2) NYTimes, Sept. 19, 1988, p. B-3. (3) 
city. In Dresden, Germany, a medieval Filip Muller, Eyeun'tness Auschwitz: 3 Years 
city of no military significance, British in the Gas Chambers (IVY: Stein and Day, 
and U.S. bombers intentionally burned 1979 pp. 46-47). (4) Manufadurer's Patent, 
alive tens of thousands of Germans on Topf and Son. (5) The Globe and Mail, Jan. 
orders of Winston Churchill and with 12, 1985, pp. 1 & 2. (6) Time Magazine, 
the approval of Roosevelt. The agony, March 18, 1985, p. 79. (7) NYPost, Oct. 9, 
horror and screams of these innocent 1980. [H: And a dozen more so let us just 
German women and children are not move on.] 
heard on oar T.V. sets. The war crimi- 
nals who perpetrated this mass murder END OF QUOTING 
are not sought, or prosemated. w: Oh, indeed this is truth. As a By the way, if you want some listings of 
matter of fact it was worse than pro- suppressed books and tapes, contact 
jected here. There was a deliberately WISWELL RUFFIN HOUSE, Dresden, N.Y. 
calculated plan ordered studied by 14441-0236. You are going to find, Read- 
Churchill which recognized that if 65% ers, that these very people are "Jews". A s  
of all homes and families were wiped always, the 'genuine" article is the first to 
out-the war would be won. It was be destroyed and you had best hold that 
doneo-and it was won!] uppermost in your thoughts! 

Thank you for a long morning. I realize 
NOTES the subject is not selected for your comfort 

or mental-ease-but this may well be the 
It is noted, the absurdity of Judeo- last and only true voice of the people 

Christian beliefs about the ancient Israel- remaining. How long can it stay in print? 
ites, not the authentic Covenant people It remains to yet be seen. Certainly with 
themselves. The false doctrine of 'Judeo- the assault on the JOURNALS it gets more 
Christianity" (an oxymoron), that Khazars and more frightening as to probabilities 
from Poland are genetic descendant8 of for, when our OWN do us in, it is indeed 
Abraham and the people of the Exodus is a hard to continue. Let us  always just do the 
racist hoax forwhich the Palestinians have very best we can and release it unto GOD 
suffered greatly. (1) Jeremiah 7:3 1. The for HE HAS A PLAN ALSO-AND REMEM- 
Bible records the Jewish predilection for BER-HE WINS! 
flaming sacrifice, yet in 'Holocaust" tales SALU, Hatonn to clear. 

Slick Willie's 
police &d Red &my. These Jewish Com- 
munists hated the Christian ~ e o ~ l e  of Rus- 
sia and ordered the murdir 6f tens of 
thousands of them. The very first law ever 
promulgated in the official Communist 
newspaper kuestth, July 27, 1918, made 
opposition to Jews a crime punishable by 

REAL Agenda 
- 

DEATH. Apfelbaum wrote in Kmsnaya 
Guzeta, Aug. 3 1,19 -18, demanding that an 
ocean of blood wash over the Christian 21 1/93 #I HATONN planned: Social Security CUTS and re- 
people of Russia "Let there be 'floods of moval of Cost of Living increases, more 
blood'. ..more blood! as much as possible." HOPE taxes on that Social Security and from the 
The Gulag Death Camps were devised by a MIDDLE CLASS, disenfranchisement of 
Turkish Jew, Naftaly Frenkel (see Hope is that wondmus wmmodify which ones in business who speak in public, even 
Solzhenitsyn, Gulag Amhipelago, vol. 1). allows you to vision, hold that vision-Am in jest, about others who are 'socially" 
There has never been a single movie on TV WORK LME HELL! annoyed, homosexuals demanding physi- 
showing the atrocities Jews committed cal sexual acceptance in the same bath- 
against the Christian people of Eastern How much 'hope" do you have today as rooms as your fighting men, and on and on 
Europe but there have been over 500 mov- you watch the Clinton Administration dash and on. He is now meeting with State's 
ies made about %hat the Nazis did..." No every campaign promise to bits and pieces Governors to cause them to work more 
Jewish-Communist war criminal has ever and set up the "Kingdom" with you as the closely with the Federal Order Givers to 
been prosecuted or sought for the mass slaves? The old folks are now quite expend- lessen even the States' rights and sover- 
murder of Christians. able and watch carefully that which is eign Constitutional service. When doYOU 
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have ENOUGH ALREADY? Does this sound like a Nazi concentration come under fire for that one. Well, now 
Hillaryiscutelyrecognizedasyour'new camp trick? Yep-but it is right in down- they can confiscate your business if you 

President" and will make policy-in of all town, anywhere, U.S.A. slip the lip-but ONLY if you slip regarding 
things, your health services, the very area But WHAT CAN YOU DO? Well, for avery limited, very select minority1 Again, 
which can destroy you. s tartersif  I were you-I would get myself the BLACKS ARE SORELY USED TO GAIN 

some Gaiandriana [see nerct-to-last pages ENDS FOR ANOTHER GROUP HIDING 
VACCINATIONS AND INOCULATIONS for ordering infomion], Aquagaia [not yet BEHIND THE CHARADE. 

auailable] and effort to build my own im- It is more than THAT, however; what is 
Now, the promise is, a t  whatever the mune system to fend off these attackers. bringing her down is the Nazi arm emblem 

cost, to vaccinate and inoculate EVERY YOU ARE A GLOBE ON 'DEATH ROWw- in her drawer at home. A token from the 
child in the nation-whether YOU like of it THE ONLY QUESTION IS 'HOW" THE war given to her from a military person of 
or do not. It is already openly stated that EXECUTION WILL BE DONE. that era. You see, the Kharturian Zion- 
such will not help for the NEW attacking ?sts am behind it all AFTER ALL! It goes 
viruses and diseases ARE NOT AFFECTED INCORRECT SPEECH right along with the disallowance to speak 
BY IMMUNIZATION. So, America, WHAT against the orthodox LIES of the holocaust 
COULD THEY BE DOING? I am not a bigot nor even a half-way as dreamed up by the Elite brokers of 

I certainly suggest you beef up your judge. But, you have a woman who owns freedom. 
studies. Get the JOURNALS that deal with a Baseball team who is now going to be 
this subject and/orget thenumerous books suspended for calling slur references to YOU ARE 'HAD" 
about it such as MEDICAL H-C, MU??- the Black race. Since the 'black" race 
DERBY NJECTION, A HIGHER MlRM OF provides her livelihood-I doubt she is You are headed for the pits, citizens. 
KZL.UZVG, W-G FOR AN ARMY TO DIE, much of a bigot-BUT, freedom of speech You are headed directly for compulsory 
SOME CAUIT @mS'-ICAUITMURDER, and your First Amendment rights to medical care under the 'kelfare state" and 
THESTRECKERMAll3RML, 7H.EFOBONED speak are going to fold right here. I DO it won't matter a whit what YOU WANT 
NEEDLE, and a dozen or so others. I did NOT advocate careless (or intentional) The bindings are coming down right now. 
your research foryou, but how you get your slurs-but I do advocate, in a free na- How many ofyou noticed how refreshed 
material is up to you-BUT GET IT1 tion-the right to speak, even if deliber- the mob looked coming back from Camp 

Next, they are promising you that AIDS ate. If your moral codes are strong David after renewal? Then on back to 
will not find 'cure" for several YEARS1 enough-the public will punish the big- something really important in this daily 
while the increase in cases is running ots-but that is NOT the point. The point drag--a Super-Bowl party at the White 
rampant. is to control ALL OF YOU-ALL OF THE House. The Puppet Kings are having a ball 

TIME! How many of you have told taste- at your expense and you bend and bow 
BAD BLOOD less jokes? I believe every President has while they dismember you. So be it. 

How many of you have seen the aro- 
gram offered o n  your Public  roadc cast in^ 
system regarding BAD BmoD--THE L 0 0 k With Kn owl e d g e 
TUSKEGEE SYPHlLIS EXPERMEN?? We - 

have also written about that 'study" in 
which hundreds of Georgia black people 
were sentenced to death from Syphilis (af- 
ter treatment was readily available) by a 

And YOU Shall See! 
'study" which deliberately withheld, by 
law, treatment. This study went on for 
over 40 years while them people DIED 2/3/9311 HATOM 'debtw incurred through central bank 
and were autopsied. This was America, loans. This alone will swamp the nation for 
ladies and gentleanen-Gmxgia, U.8.A- Even though our days are overfilled, I there is no intent to make jobs OR get 
Starting in 1932 and running right must bring to your attention some things people off welfarethe entire thrust is to 
through today asonly twoor threeofthe which I fear you may well miss. I am have EVERYONE ON WELFARE for total 
study remain alive. trustful that the phones are being changed CONTROL of the populace. 

Results of that 'study" ran right into foryourattention information, but Dharma 
AIDS because many of the forms taken by has no time to see to it. STOCK MARKET 
AIDS are simply tertiary Syphilis and Update on Ekker property: Due for evic- 
COULD BE EASILY TREATED1 You can get tion at midnight Sunday/Monday. Judges Watch caredUy4t k moving up into 
adequately informed if you get nothing are all, thus far, ruling'summarily" against urecord making" territory. Nothing has 
more than the series of PHOENIX JOUR- them without investigation or hearin& changed in the lQsa World Order intent 
NALS-but you had best get informed one after another. There are still some and 3500 ia still a number to watch on 
SOMEWHERE. negotiations to be followed with an un- the market averages. Cash is already 

known outcome. Chelas, it is simply all being exchanged out and by the mouths of 
TODAY coming down around you even as we speak. the politicians at Clinton's right hand there 

are the statements being made about 'nec- 
This day, announced on the news as ECONOMY AND CLINTON essary new currency" and exchanges 'if 

some wondrous step forward, are women ADMINISTRATION recovery is to be gained." 
who are participating in a 'controlled The plan to slice Social Security ben- 
study" wherein they are cancer positive Note the proposal of over $30 BILLION efits, taxation in pension plans, etc., is hot 
and yet halfwill receive a test drug and half into a plan for building 'jobs" and getting on the stove and beginning to boil. The 
will receive "suga.?' pills. What happens to people off welfare. Not such a bad idea problem is that so many pension plans are 
the halfwho get swackered by thPsugar.3 except the money will come from more bankrupt as to be another sham cover-up. 
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VOLCANOS erties have been scarfed off by the Elite take over responsibility for selling off 
confiscators-so, the Congress is going to the RTC's remaining $100 billion in 

It appears that there will be a massive make this one go by-by and build you failed thrift assets, plus the $35 billion 
eruption planned within the next few days. another bigger and worse. in assets now handled by the bank 
Hold your hats, little ones, and watch every Let me just share an article from the agency, the Federal Deposit Insurance 
"happening". It is planned, actually, to L.A. area Daily News, Tuesday, Feb. 2, Corp. 
have the active volcanos in that place ALL 1993: The FDIC has failed to prove it is any 
erupt before the evilmongers are through. better at selling assets than the RTC, 
It isn't just Mayon or Pinatubo or Taal, CONGRESSIONAL STUDY CALLS Vento said. 
there is also Canilaon, Bulusan and others RTC INEFFICIENT, PROPOSES With about 1,000 banks still on the 
even longer silent. NEW AGENCY FDIC's problem list, the agency can 

Now, what could a blue arc light, a expect to get many more assets from 
satellite launch simultaneously from Washington: A congressional report bank failures, which would better be 
Florida and volcanic eruptions have in blasted the ResolutionTrust Corp. on Mon- handled by a new federal agency, he 
common? EVERYTHING. day for waste and inefficiency and called said. 

for a new agency to handle the sale of all Vento also said he worries that the 
LET'S LOOK AT THE "METEORITE" failed bank and thrift assets. government faces a huge liability from 

OF LAST NIGHT In releasing the study, Rep. Bruce Vento, assets the RTC has sold with options to 
D-Minn, accused RTC Chief Executive return bad portions. 

That "blue arc across the sky" could Albert Casey of trying to "atrophy" the UNLIKE THE RTC, WHICH WAS SET 
NOT be a meteorite. Remember the lessons agency too quickly. UP AS A TEMPORARY AGENCY m M P T  
we have given you. Anything entering the "I don't think having a celebrity, so- FROMRUtESREQUIRINGC0116PETZTNE 
atmosphere at great speed createsaUtrail" called leader coming out of the captains of BIDDLNG AND BUDGET ACCOUNZ'ABIL- 
and it will be orange in color. Blue LIGHT industry who doesn't know much about ITP, the new agency would h u e  to 
indicates light beams and/or above-atmo- real estate is the right kind of top official," comply with all federal rules, Vento 
sphere vehicles or satellites. To have an Vento said of Casey, a former chairman of said 
"arc" across the whole hemisphere can American Airlines. 
only be a created "thing" because even The study, prepared for Vento by the END QUOTING 
rapidly moving "Light" will not arc for the House Banking Committee's financial in- 
entire distance. Only pulsed phaser or stitutions subcommittee, signals a battle * * + 
particle beam lasers will create a total ahead in getting more money appropriated 
archway of visible light. Now, also note for the RTC. And, how is your day? Another "funny" 
that there were reported loud, loud explo- The RTC has operated without new fund- thing about the Ekker propertywhich might 
sions also. That indicates a most rapidly ing to close failed thrifts for 10 months and be of interest is the EFFICIENT way things 
traveling LIGHT BEAM that can be totally says it needs an additional $25 billion on are handled. They have done everything 
controlled and create great damage from top of the $87 billion already spent. [H: Oh and anything to just stay in the property 
both sonic booms, frequency detonations gosh, and we thought all this time that and purchase it. The RTC fully intends to 
of devices if desired, along its path, and/or it must be true when the attorneys put them on the street, preferably, and 
have a long-distance capability to detonate blamed the whole mess on Ekkers' little leave the house vacant for vandals to de- 
earthquakes and volcanos with pinpoint piece of property in dispute. The legal stroy. The facts are that inTehachapi there 
accuracy. You can either move into the age fees alone triple allvalue of the prop- are over 500 houses available for sale- 
of technology in which you are experienc- itselfin this personal instancMell you total depression of real estate. RTC, in 
ing or you can continue your denial-but something? Plus, IF YOU SETTLE THE Tehachapi, is selling other properties at 
either way-that technology is knocking CASE--NO MORE LAWYERS GET PAID ten cents on the dollar. In addition, it is 
on your very coffin. ON THE DEAL! OOPS! Don't you just almost impossible to get a financing pack- 

imagine what Ekkers could do with that age or home improvement loan in the area 
FEDS AND BONDS $100 BILLION PLUS?] of Tehachapi where the Ekkers reside- 

The new administration has yet to de- because of "bad water" depreciation of 
Ah, the next thing to watch and act cide on banking and thrift policy, @though the entire area. In fact, there is a class 

accordingly is the move of the Feds into President Clinton said during the cam- action suit against the CommflPi~ Ser- 
"bonds" of short term lesser value to offset paign he wants reforms at the RTC. [H: vices District at thisvery moment. BUT, 
the igmas from the dohinky. What this will But-he has already announced that he the RTC attorneys wil l  not consider 
do is raise interest rates and make home will break all of those campaign prom- reevaluation of the property based on 
payments based on increases go out-of- h e h e a d y  has done so.] these itema-they demand ftlll price 
sight. Does this sound like 'recovery" to The chairman of the House and Senate from the non-sale plus costs, taxes, etc. 
you who can barely make your payments banking committees are waiting for from May, 1988--IN CASH! 
now and are in grossly unsteady job posi- Clinton's lead, congressional aides said. So, you might ask, Why don't they just 
tions? So, this brings us to the Resolution The agency, set up in 1989 to sell failed move out and maybe even get the property 
Trust Corporation who ends up with all thrifts, has been the target of congres- back cheaper?" Because there is now a 
that delinquent property-LIKE "YOURS"! sional attacks charging lax oversight of its second investment in legal costs of several 

97,000 contracts, poor management and hundred thousand dollars, a schedule that 
NEW RTC-BANKRUPTCY OF questionable sales practices. doesn't even allow for unpacking the boxes 

THE OLD ONE The report said a restructuring of the stashed from simply exchanging a bed- 
RTC in 199 1 failed to achieve the basic goal room set. The property has been made to 

The current RTC (Resolution Trust Cor- of fair and efficient sale of assets. "Funda- fit the needs of office work and there are 
poration) is "inefficientw-and also bank- mental changes have to be made," it said. aviaries of birds, wild-life feeding stations 
rupt from total mismanagement, incred- I t  recommended replacing the RTC and other totally dependent items. The 
ible legal fees and the most valuable prop- with a new federal agency, which would courts will not even allow the time to work 
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out a sale or an arrangement of ANY KIND. 
It is full price IN CASH--or EVICTION. 
Moreover, the resource which might be 
used to "prove" through a bankruptcy as 
to probable ability to pay rental level pay- 
ments-the 67 JOURNALS-are tied up in 
"contempt of Federal Court Order litiga- 
tion" and the remaining JOURNALS reside 
at America West with "stated" refusal to 
send any to Tehachapi. Moreover, if the 
delay is more than aweek or sc+the intent 
of the Federal Court petition of the opposi- 
tion IS TO CLOSE AMERICA WEST PUB- 
LISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS. Mr. Green, 
in addition, is making calls to his own 
former "enemies" in Tehachapi in order to 
see what kind of a case he can legally have 
against Ekkers. Mind you-there has been 
no communication of any kind with 
Ekkers-Mr. Green having stated he would 
only speak through an attorney. 

It is very, very difficult a journey to 
work for God, Hosts and Nation--indeed 
it is! It does, however, have its very 
decided assets as well!! Sometimes, though, 
appearances do not reflect the true in- 
tent--it would be most nice if this is true 
in this instance for we would most cer- 
tainly welcome a change of reflection. 
Just remember, Readers, U c o ~ s i o n "  is 
the name of the adversary's game. Fur- 
ther, Dharrna allows as how it %orksn 
because she is 'certainly confused". No, 
chela, you are NOT-you are simply being 
caused to face FACTS as presented- 
whether intentionally perpetrated or not. 

The more interesting thing is that the 
surprise is that there are almost eighty, 
and more promised, JOURNALS. The ad- 
versary NEVER THOUGHT WE COULD 
PULL THIS OFF IN THE FACE OF HIS 
PLANS. So be it-never underestimate the 
POWER OF-GOD AT WORK FOR SUPER- 
HUMAN SEEMING FEATS CAN BE AC- 
COMPLISHED RIGHT BEFORE YOUR 
EYES. MAY YOU PRECIOUS LAMBS 
NEVER LOSE YOUR FOCUS AND ALLOW 
HIM TO HELP BEAR YOUR BURDENS- 
ASK AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE HIS HELP 
IF THE INTENT IS WORTHY UNTO THE 
PATH OF GLORY AND FREEDOM. 

RIOTS IN LOS ANGELES 
AND AROUND THE NATION 

Note the push for certain rioting in the 
aftermath of the now current re-trial of the 
police who beat Rodney King. The media is 
working up a FRENZY with reruns of all the 
battle weapons of last year's trouble. Well, 
consider this as one Campaign Promise 
not broken-Clinton said there would be 
problems and there certainly will be. He 
did not promise you a "kinder, gentler 
nation" and there certainly will not be 
such. He promised you a NEW WORLD 
ORDER advancement beyond that which 
has come before--THAT is one promise you 
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can depend on being kept-from Constitu- normalizing the normally functioning origi- 
tional Convention to total loss of your nal cellular structure of your body. 
Constitution. Your media and New World A s  to your inquiries regarding the use of 
Order Protocols have produced a level of Gaiandriana in "Valley Fever", I would 
violence in your citizenry which very well suggest the same regimen as above for you 
may NEVER BE OVERCOME. need a good immune system in any event. 

A specific target GaiandrianaUlittle friend" 
RESPONSE TO INOUIRIES is being targeted for study-but a healthy 

ON T-CELLS immune system is the goal to achieve at 
any point. Valley Fever is a fungus, 

Before we close out these updates, let Coccidioides immitis (a cocci). Cocci are 
us consider Gaiandriana and T-Cell count more vulnerabie to destruction by our little 
improvement. We have many responses "Pacman" gophers than are the viruses 
that utilizing the Gaiandriana [see next-to- because there are no cell walls to resist 
last pages for information on this] is giving passage of a countering element. ' 

almost immediate response in numbers of What is happening with these newly 
T-Cells-but with the lowering of amount discovered and hybridized agents of dis- 
of intake the count will not maintain itself ease is that they overwhelm the immune 
and falls off. This will not happen if utilized system and actually have no known coun- 
with at least 3 tablets of Gingko per day. tering agent (antibiotic). It is always the 
There is a direct and immediate response concomitant "disease" process which kills 
to the addition of the Gingko in this arena. in AIDS-not the little lazy HIV virus. 
Ones are finding the best results come "Cure" should not be in ANY medical or 
from four ounces of Gaiandriana liquid in even natural healing practice or even 
a day followed by daily intake of one ounce self-healing practice. ONLY THE BODY / 
per day for the following 12 days. During MIND CAN HEAL OR CURE OF SELF- 
this two weeks period also intake 3 Gingko everything else is only a tool. Further, it 
tablets per day. After this two weeks (13 has to be established that the tools do 
days actually) continue with 8- 10 drops of not damage as well. In the instance of 
Gaiandriana under the tongue for about Gaiandrianas-they are fully natural 
three minutes AND continue the 3 daily little cellular forms which are simply 
Gingko. If the T-Cell drops-do another specific use tools. This does not mean 
run-through of the 4-1- 1 etc. To maintain they cannot be used for many jobs (i.e., 
the level of T-cell improvement this is the a hammer or pliers) but there can be 
best approach. After awhile it will balance specialized pliers for different tasks-as 
itself out if other impacts are not present. example. If our offering makes you feel 
It takes awhile for the body to improve and better and seems to enhance your well- 
reverse its functions. being, the pleasure is ours. God bless 

Many are claiming miraculous results- and keep you in HIS hands for it is from 
please do not do this for if there are HIS HANDS that these things come forth 
"miracles" happening-YOU are the for your blessing. 
miracle. You are simply restructuring and Salu. Hatonn to clear. 

Slick Willie: The Puppet 
With A Mean Purpose 

2/4/93 #1 HATONN has been sent to us for 'confirmation" of 
our presentation regarding the  

NOTE FROM AUSTRALIA Bilderbergers and Bill J.B. Clinton-your 
hand-picked new Puppet: 

"In union there is weakness, in onion 
there is strengthB--J. Yench, So, this comes During lunch break today, I glanced 
from a bulletin called THE STATE OF THE over a magazine from Australia (which 
ONION. arrived last November, unsolicited, and 

went into the midden where I keep all such 
"Let the people THmK THEY GOVERN documents until I find time to look at 

and THEY W L  BE W VERNED. ." - Wil- them). I found a list of people seen by 
liam Penn. German reporters a t  last year's 

Bilderberger conference. All the usual 
QUOTE from a Letter from Robert Anton and expected ones, of cour-Kissinger 

Wilson to THE STATE OF THE ONION. It and David Rockefeller and Queen Beatfix, 
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etc., &,--and 
"GOV. BIIdr J.B. 
Yes, indeedy- 

them guess who I f d ?  [Seetheattidean. 18 fmreonSdcWiltie's 
CLINTON OF ARKANMS*. 4 f n e w n f r i b e d i o n " b t k ~ o f t h e m o s t  
4he man who suddenly gifted of uur nation's students. Liice Bush, he 

"emerged" from "nowhem* with the c p p e c u ~ d e s f i n e d t o b e ~ ~ @ ~  
$150,000,000 it  take^^ to run a Resideptial peskht ]  
campaign th- days....( Source: N a u  Dawn, What I REALLY find interesting about the 
Melbourne, Australia, November 199 1, "clipping" containing this little non-attention- 
Bilderberger meeting June 6-9, 199 1 .) getting article and tucked away at the ending of 

the column in an even more unobtrusive place- 
END OF QUOTING ment but more conveniently "cut-out" with the 

article than to snip around it is the following 
Yeah, he was at the meeting. aLct he adidn't notice: 

enjoyit" and he " didn'ttalk b angond'! Surely!! 
"LEGAL: Notice is hereby given that Key 

CARI'JEGIE FOUNDATION CONNECTION Bank of New Yak, Albany, New Y a k ,  has 
made application to the Federal Deposit Insur- 

Before we leave the subject of Elite "invad- ance Corporation, 452 FiRh Ave., NewYork, New 
ers" let us consider a little point of interest. Let York 100 18 for its written consent to acquire 
us look at good old Willie and his Advisers, Staff assets of and to assume the liability to pay 
and Cabinet. Remember that good Willie is a deposits made in F'irst AmexicanBank of New 
Rhodes Scholar (Rhodes being the Father of the Y a k ,  New York etc., etc., etc." 
New World Order Plan.) So, you will find this tid- 
bit from the New Yo& 'ltinesof 1-22-93 interest- How many do you think there are in a given 
ing : day across the nation? Will you ever know? 

Doesn't looklike it! The above "little bank" is one 
'There'sthe Rhodesscholarconnection, the of MANY bmches of First American Bank. 

Yale connection, the Little Rock connection and Interesting thmg to additionally note is that the 
now, there is also a Carnegie Foundation con- little bmnches are "anticipatedn to continue 
nection that leads nght to the top of the Clinton limited operation with the exception of the home 
Administration. bank of Tint American Bank's office at 350 

The foundation, known formally as the ParkAvenue, NewYork, NewYorY. This is soon 
Carnegie Corporation ofNew York, is losing3 of going to blossom into Any Bank, Any Town, 
its 17tmsteestoReaident Qlnton'sCaMnet U.S.A.! 
aotherhighposts. WamenM.CMstopher, 
untilnowchakmanofthefoundathn,km~~ GOOD LUCK, AMERICA AND WORLD 
SecretaryofState;~E.IhrMn,&ak-  
man di t s  hance committee, waai ch- to The article copy has been sent by Mr. Tips, 
b e ~ 0 f t . e  NationalEumomicCaun- Attorney at Law, because attached is a splen- 
dl, and Danna E. Shalala is &x&uy of did dissertation of Somalian "invasionn and 
HeaEth and Human Sercricea...." a second article entitled: AN 

ATHENAEUM ... all.ey&adesoWn, and 
There ismore tothe article but thisis enough. they call it peaoe. " 

Just note that Bill Clinton of Arkansas has Mr. Tipsis aworld traveler in his studies- 
served on the committees of the Camegie Foun- literally, and brilliant in his ability to recog- 
dation and specifically in aprogt.am for "Prepar- nize international travesty with great interest 
ing American Youth for the 2 1st Century- in "history". I thank him for the reprints and 
including overhaul of the school system to fit the we shall effort to later share them with LIB- 
modern interpretations of social structure." ERATOR readers. 

nald Talbot, director of the Kern County 
Health Department lab. 'Any other disease 
with this abnormal number of infections and 
deaths would be grabbing national atten- 
tion." 

While Kern County rates as the hotbed of 
valley fever, accounting for two-thirds of the 
cases and deaths statewide, the disease is 
also afflicting record numbers in Los Angeles, 
Ventura, Santa Barbara, Tulare and San 
Luis Obispo Counties: 

Health officials say that in the siege at 
least 6,000 people statewide have been in- 
fected with the fungus found in the arid soils 
of Central and Southern California, Arizona, 
New Mexico and Texas. About 50 Califor- 
nians have died since August 199 1. A typical 
year sees 44 1 cases and six deaths statewide. 

Most who take ill suffer from flu-like 
symptoms. But for some, the disease spreads 
beyond the lungs and can lead to a deadly 
fom of meningitis. A pregnant woman dying 
ofvalley fever in Los Angeles was kept alive on 
a ventilator until doctors could deliver her 
baby. A University of California veterinarian 
succumbed after performing an autopsy on a 
horse that carried valley fever. 

"There have been epidemics ofvalley fever 
in the past, most recently in 1978, but none 
that comes close to these numbers," said Dr. 
Demosthenes Pappagianis, amedical profes- 
sor who has tracked the disease for 4 1 years. 

The fungus that causes valley fever is 
known by the name Coccidioides immitio-or 
cocci (pronounced "coxy") for short. Experts 
believe half of the San Joaquin Valley's long- 
time residents have inhaled cocci spores in 
their lifetimemany during childhood, when 
symptoms are mild. [H: This is a bit of 
misinformation becaum Ucocd" t not 
spedfictothisonedhease. Thistaneasy 
error but for validitJIyou should know 
this. In fact, I find it a bit dUZicult to mwe  
&om "fungi spores" to "cocci" if the facts 
are recognized and the differences under- 
stood. For the i p f ~ t i o x l  in point I 
suppose this sufRCe8-I just prefetr you 
not think I am so ignorant as to make such 
a singular statement. This is the way 
disix&mation begku and spreads.  he& 
are other obvious erron of great impor- Deadly Fungi Ride tanceinthewrithgbutwewillwaituntil 
we print them.] 

Dusty California Winds 
2/4 /93#1  HATONN porter, story from Bakersfield, California. 

This article is interesting in its own For the past 16 months, a strange dust- 
right-BUT, the important thing to note is borne disease endemic to the American South- 
that it comes from the Toronto Star, Jan. west has blown rampant through Kern 
1993 (CANADA): County, about 100 kilometers north of Los 

Angeles, infecting more than 4,000 people 
QUOTING: and killing 34, according to state and local 

health officials. 
"Special to The Star", Mark Arax, re- The numbers are astounding," said Ro- 

Elf those e~ to the spores, only30 per 
cent become sick enough to call a doctor. A 
smaller portion is actually diagnosed with the 
disease. It is this smaller portion that gets 
reported to local and state health agencies. 

"Only 10 percent of those exposed require 
medication and most of them get well," said 
Dr. Hans Einstein, a Bakersfield physician 
and noted cocci authority. "But for some, the 
disease spreads beyond the lungs and at- 
tacks the skin, bones and brain. That's when 
it's nasty. That's when it can become a 
kiuer." 

Several factors MAY be behind the big 
numbers here. Six years of drought have 
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baked the San Joaquin Valley soil to a chalky INFECTED PERSON OR ANIMAL IN SPITTLE, 
dust easily scattered by winds that blow late BREATH, ETC. IT IS, BY THEIR OWN ABOVE 
summer through winter. Much of last year's PRESENTATION-BORNE IN THE LUNGS 
rain came in spring-too little to offset drought AND RESPIRATORY SYSTEM. If you ones 
but right on time to send the spores abloom. don't stop falling for these LIES and rnisrep- 

Also, the growth boom transforming this resentation, the whole bunch af you will be 
region acts like one big spade, working the dead, dead, dead before enough wake up to 
fungus to the surface, where it can become smell the coffee and toast burning. 
airborne. And with the new houses and What do I suggest? GAIANDRIANA! [See 
shopping centers has come a surge of new next-to-lastpages for more information on this 
residents who lack the immunity afforded by pnodud.] There is no known 'cure" for Valley 
exposure to the fungus. They are easy tar- Fever! Ifyour immune system is debilitated- 
gets. Valley Fever will run to epidemic proportion 

SOON. Why? Because like other 'harbor- 
END OF QUOTING ing" diseasemnce in the body-ALWAYS 

INTHE BODY--JUST WAITING! Ifyou people 
* t *  don't get that IMMUNE SYSTEM working 

properly-you will not make it as they dump 
This may well be the 'speculated" idea of one thing after another on you. Remember 

why and how this Valley Fever" happen- those soldiers coming back from the 'Desert 
but facts are that it is a deliberate spraying Storm? Chelas, you are in constant jeop- 
of the various areas with the debilitating ardy from these hidden death-dealers. I have 
substance. no right nor wish to pound upon you blind 

In most articles there is a big PLAY in lamb-but you are going to need to do 
stating that the disease is non-cornrnuni- something or you are going to perish, it 
cable. What drivel! If the spores can be appears, at the hands of the would-be KINGS. 
infecting just traveling loosely on the breezes Please, you nice herb-userehaparral 
and soil particleswhat think you that KEEPS is now removed from the 'quantity" health 
IT FROM BEING AIRBORNE FROM A FULLY food outlets and herbal stores. What does 

this tell you? THAT IT IS DAMNED EFFI- 
CIENT AS A HEALTH RESTORATIVE. ONE 
BY ONE 'THEY" DEPRIVE YOU OF THAT 
WHICH YOU MUST HAVE TO SURVIVE IN A 
DELIBERATELY SICKENED WORLD. 

There is irony herein, however-for Chap- 
arral is simply a name meaning a "thicket of 
small low-growing shrubs". What the point 
is, is toget the Creosote bush (Larreatridentata 
of the caltrop family of Mexico and the Colo- 
rado desert) away from you. Now, if you live 
in this area affected with Valley Fever you will 
note that it is thriving near the desert 
areas-which is overgrown with Creosote 
bushes! Use your heads, chelas, and save 
your lives! Should you rush out there and 
start grazing on these bushes? I wouldn't 
suggest it because you can make your- 
selves very, very sick by such unintelligent 
use-of anything. But, you CAN find ways 
of helping your own health-so investigate 
those ways. I DO suggest you help your- 
selves with a little Gaiandriana [see next- 
to-lastpages] and mitochondria (Aquagaia) 
[not available yet]. It is better to have a 
healthy immune system which can handle 
these invaders than all the 'treatment" 
and proclaimed 'curesw in the world. So 
be it. 
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Two Sobering Reminders That 
We've Fallen A LONG Way 

2/4/93 # 1 HATONN ferings, but everywhere they will meet ob- 
stacles and constraints. And all this will 

I am petitioned again and again to rerun result from the fact that the Antichrist 
a couple of items previously shared. I think wants to be Lord over everything and be- 
it appropriate, especially since we garner come the ruler of the whole universe, and 
new readers continually. One is the 'Proph- he will produce miracles and fantastic signs. 
ecy of St. Nilus, A 5th Century Hermit* and He will also give depraved wisdom to an 
the other is 'Communist Rules for Revolu- unhappy man so that he will discover away 
tion*. Both are shocking, if nothing by which one man can carry on a conver- 
more, and worthy of your continual sation with another from one end of the 
meditation. Earth to the other. At that time men will 

also fly through the air like birds and 
PROPHECY OF ST. NILUS, descend to the bottom of the sea like fish. 
A 5TH CENTURY HERMIT And when they have achieved all this, 

these unhappy people will spend their lives 
After the year 1900, toward the middle in comfort without knowing, poor souls, that 

of the 20th century, the people of that time it isdeceit ofthe Antichrist. And, the impious 
will become unrecognizable. When the one!-he wiU so ffl science with vanity that it 
time for the Advent of the Antichrist ap- will go off the right path and lead people to 
proaches, people's minds will grow cloudy lose faith in the existence of God in three 
from carnal passions, and dishonor and hypostases. 
lawlessness will grow stronger. Then the Then the All-Good God will see the down- 
world will become unrecognizable. People's fall of the human race and will shorten the 
appearances will change and it will be days for the sake of those few who are being 
impossible to distinguish men from women saved, because the enemywants to lead even 
due to their shamelessness in dress and the chosen into temptation, if that is 
style of hair. These people will be cruel and possible ... then the sword of chastisement 
will be like wild animals because of the will suddenly appear and kill the perverter 
temptations of the Antichrist. There will be and his servants. 
no respect for parents and elders, love will 
disappear, and Christian pastors, bish- END OF REPRINT: GO READ AND RE- 
ops, and priests will become vain men, READTHIS. 
completely failing to distinguish the 
righthand way from the left. At that time + * + 
the morals and traditions of Christians 
and of the Church will change. People will 
abandon modesty, and dissipation will 
reign. Falsehood and greed will attain 
great proportions, and woe to those who 
pile up treasures. Lust, adultery, homo- 
sexuality, secret deeds and murder will 
rule in society. 

At that future time, due to the power of 
such great crimes and licentiousness, 
people will be deprived of the grace of the 
Holy Spirit, which they received in Holy 
Baptism and equally of remorse. 

The Churches of God will be deprived of 
God-feai-ing and pious pastors, and woe to 
the Chfistians remaining in the world at  
that time; they will completely lose their 
faith because they will lack the opportu- 
nity of seeing the light of knowledge from 
anyone at all. Then they will separate 
themselves out of the world in holy refuges 
in search of lightening their spiritual suf- 

COMMUNIST RULES FOR 
REVOLUTION 

The following rules were confiscated from 
a Communist headquarters in Dusseldorf, 
Germany. They have been reprinted in many 
publications. A s  you read them, reflect on 
each one and see how successful the Reds 
have been in implementing these rules: 

1. Corrupt the young; get themaway from 
religion. Get them interested in sex. Make 
them superficial and destroy their rugged- 
ness. 

2. Get control of all means of publicity. 

3. Get people's minds off their govern- 
ment by focusing their attention on sexy 
books, plays and other trivialities. 

. .  ' . . .  , , ,  

4. Divide the people into hostile groups 
by constantly harping on controversial 
matters of no importance. 

5. Destroy the people's faith in their 
natural leaders by holding the latter up to 
contempt and ridicule. 

6. Always preach true democracy, but 
seize power as fast and ruthlessly as pos- 
sible. 

7. Encourage government extrava- 
gance, destroy its credit, produce fear of 
inflation with rising prices and general 
discontent. 

8. Foment unnecessary strikes, en- 
courage civil disorders and foster a lenient 
and soft attitude on the part of the govern- 
ment toward such disorders. 

9. By specious argument, cause the 
breakdown of the moral virtues: honesty, 
sobriety, continence and faith in the pledged 
word. 

10. Cause the registration of all fire- 
arms on some pretext, with a view to con- 
fiscating them and leaving the population 
helpless. 

A great many people are alarmed at the 
sad state of affairs our nation is in today. 
We are rapidly becoming spiritually bank- 
rupt as is the whole of the world. Each one 
of us must search our soul to determine 
our responsibility for permitting this state 
of degeneracy. Our greatest responsibility 
is to our family and the people with whom 
we come in contact. We must make sure 
that we don't fall victim to evil forces that 
we find all about us. We must pray harder, 
realizing our dependence on Almighty God. 
We must work harder, realizing that evil 
succeeds because "good men" do noth- 
ing* 

> 

I would suggest you go back and re-read 
this a few times, also. It works in perfect 
harmony with the Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion. We shall reprint them also as space 
in the LIBERATOR allows--YOU MUST 
HAVE ACCESS TO HOW THESE THINGS 
HAVE COME UPON.YOW AND HOW CARE- 
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FULLY THE EVENTS HAVE BEEN our recollections of the several speeches ducing such a concept into the military. 
PLANNED-FOR CENTURIES, AGAINST that Mr. Clintongave tovariousgaygroups It is not a lifestyle as it does not 
THIS DAY. which led to his final commitment. Mr. promote life. It is  an existence that 

While our focus is on the moral decay Clinton's first speech to the gays was not defies Nature and is based upon the 
and upsurge of political plunder of the this committing, but the promise occurred concept of, 'If it feels good, do it". It is 
world, let us share with you a "response" after he allowed himself to be manipulated totally self-destructive and not capable 
to articles regardink the Constitutional into such a situation. Mr. Clinton made a of reproduction of the species. 
Law Center (CLC) participation in the 'Mili- number of promises prior to his election We have been so inundated in the 
tary--Gay" situation. that were and are far more important to the past several years via the media that we are 

economy of this nation and to the reviving fast approaching the era of an AIDS epi- 
GAYS IN THE MILITARY- of our work force than this commitment demic and, from the information distrib- 

CLC STANCE to the gays. To spend so much time and uted, the major persons causing the spread- 
effort of his initial term on a matter that ing of this virus are members of the gay 

Note the bottom line as you read through benefits few and outrages many is akin community and particularly by the more 
this message from Mr. Dixon of the Consti- to stupidity and 'fiddling while Rome is aggressive members of the 17-25 year old 
tutional Law Center. The CLC is not "anti" burning". age group. By chance, this group is most 
anything, including rights of individuals The issue presented to u s  by the gays likely to want to join the military. 
under the law for protection, privacy and is not one of discrimination. The gays It is no secret but an open and known 
other protections of the Bill of Rights. and their proponents would have the fact that sexual gratification is one of our 
There are LAWS already set against as- public view this as a matter of discrimi- most passionate and even uncontrollable 
sault, discrimination in physical encoun- nation. The issue is self respect and the urges. Does it make any sense at all to 
ters, etc. 'Bashing" is illegal-what is this forcing of the non-gays to accept the gay force this environment among our sons 
"Gay Bashing" as somehow set apart as lifestyle as a normal and acceptable mode and daughters of the same age group? 
criminal-bashing is illegal-period! The of living. If we accept the views of the medical 
Constitutional Law Center is only offering If the issue was one of discrimination, experts that the virus is undetectable and 
the "other" men and women in the military the answer is easily explained. The mili- may lay dormant for as long as 10 to 15 
equal opportunity and ability to speak out tary is not a democracy and it was never years in a person's body and that in some 
if he or she does not wish to live in such an intended to be a democratic institution. cases it is transmitted by blood transfu- 
environment as is now being set up. Each By its very need and nature it cannot be sions or saliva or other unknown means, 
should have opportunity to withdraw, for a democracy. If it were a democracy I have we just not dumped on our existing 
the oath is now being changed in intent could visualize the need for a vote and military the means to create an AIDS epi- 
and that in itself violates the 'rights" of discussion before every battle. dernic that might well wipe out our popu- 
"all". Also, it will be asked that individual The military discriminates in every lation? 
damages to compensate every service per- possible way. They won't take you if your There are other very practical reasons 
son for the loss of his career will be made. are too short, too fat, too skinny, too to keep the ban in place. Do you have to 

small, too smart, too dumb and in other build separate facilities to house thisgroup? 
QUOTE: physical and moral ways. Our military What is the total tax bill cost to the tax- 

has become the most effective fighting payer who is probably already out of work 
The Constitutional Law Centerresponds force in the world and the greatest guar- and wondering how to pay his bilis? 

to Pete Dexter and others who favor lifting antor of our Constitutional rights based What about the flamboyant gays? The 
the ban on the enlisting of gays into the upon this concept of 'discrimination". ones who are convinced they are female? 
military service. There have probably always been a Do you accept them also, or do you dis- 

few gays in the service and undoubtedly criminate within this group? 
some of them have served their country Has anyone studied the inter-relation of 
well, but they have not flaunted their the gays placed into the prison structure? 

Gene Dixon, Directorofthe Sacramento lifestyle and they have not forced us  to The prisons have lived with this situation 
branch of the Constitutional Law Center accept their life style as normal and for years. What have been the results of 
and author of a soon to be released book, respectful. There are few things in life that study? 
entitled, COMMON SENSE, THE SECOND, that you can perceive and view and de- The gays admit they are well organized, 
WithApologies To Thomas Paine, has writ- clare to be normal and I would challenge that they are well financed, that they are 
ten and submitted this response to Pete anyone to find a more appropriate norm dedicated and disciplined and that they 
Dexter as a result of Mr. Dexter's column than the relationship of a man and a have recognized their political power. It is 
on Sunday, January 3 1, 1993. woman joined together to produce a fam- time for the silent majority to recognize 

Mr. Dexter, in your column of the above ily life style. that this is not a fight of discrimination, 
date you refer to the actions of President The gays would have you believe that but a fight .to force the majority to accept 
Clinton in promoting the removal of the this relationship is  only the traditional their lifestyle as normal. 
restrictions on the gays in the military as lifestyle and they offer their lifestyle as The Constitutiod Law Center rrid 
the actions of a very brave man and such an alternative. Their lifestyle is not tradi- not do this and this is why the Law 
action is the decent and important action tional and it is not normal. It certainly Center will file a elass action on behalf of 
to take. You further castigated anyone flaunts the laws of Nature. When we talk any military person who doea not want 
who opposed this as being of avery bigoted to our children now about the birds and to We within such an environment. We 
mind. the bees and other living things, the gays ask for individual drmagem to com- 

The actions of President Clinton in this would have us tell our children of the pensate wexy sedce person for the fo'w 
respect are not brave, decent and certainly alternative gay life style. of his c8reer. 
not important at  this time. Mr. Clinton is If it is not normal, it is immoral; if it is 
paying off a political debt to a very minority the result of a missing gene or one too END OF QUOTE 
group that gave him 70% of their vote. many, it is abnormal. In either case, the 

A history of that promise is outlined in military can consider the effect of intro- * * *  
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Our Latest Feedback On 
The COSMOS Connection 

2/4/93#1 HATONN tion. Almost all of these were registering you. ..to take away that which you won. .. this 
complaints (which we shall keep confiden- is what we have gathered from your many, 

NEXT: With attention to time and space tial) regarding problems in these areas many letters, memos, cards and so forth. 
in the LIBERATOR we will continue to run which are within the boundaries of their 
as many buttals and rebuttals to given Constitutional Provisions Preserved in Ar- Once there was avery wise old man, he 
controversial items as possible. THE sub- ticle X. was an ex-Federal Judge, later he taught 
ject most attention-getting is, of course, Law. He always maintained: "WHEN ALL 
the "COSMOS" connections. We have (a) each time aTAX increase for this ELSE FAILS 'GO BACK TO THE BEGIN- 
received aletter from the NEVADA CORPO- or that was put on the agendas for the NING' and use the things that made IT 
RATION(WITHVAL1D SEALAFFIXED),with VOTE of the People ... the people VOTED WORK." 
valid and legal signatures of officers of these issues into LAW, and 
"Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing Ltd: To keep you on an update, WE (Cosmos 
In good standing. P.O. Box 477, Okawville, (b) to repeal these LAWS which are Seafood Energy Marketing Ltd;) forwarded 
Illinois, a REPUBLIC, 6227 1 ." The follow- repugnant to the People, GET THEM ON on to President Bill Clinton on the 19th day 
ing statement precedes the communique: THE "AGENDA" FOR THE NEXT "PRIMA- of January 1993 our offer to assist in the 
"Not to be confused with THE COSMOS RIES" AND VOTE THEM OUT. Restoration of our Republic, this consisted 
GROUP as; WE ARE NOT A PARTY TO or of 18 pages which originally was intended 
WITH THEM. NOR have WE authorized If, the people are unhappy with these to the PHOENIX LIBERATOR to publish so 
any TAPES or MARKETING OF "TAPES" laws, get them on All agendas ... and VOTE all of you could read what we had to say. 
alleging to be COSMOS SEAFOOD EN- THEM OUT. It's that simple. We are holding it up for 30 days to allow our 
ERGY MARKETING LTD: WE HAVE COL- new president, Bill Clinton, time to peruse 
LECTED "NO MONEY FROM TAPES". The Laws as reserved and preserved our letter. If there is no response in 30 

wherein the Rights of the People are Op- days, we shall send this on for publication 
QUOTING: pressed must be left to the People to right so you will be kept informed. 

these wrongs within the parameters of our 
January 29, 1993 LAW. TWO (2) pages addressed to the Presi- 

dent stated, This is a solution to the 100 
The Phoenix Liberator, Inc. Also, many of the parties who wrote to day program to get this nation/REPUBLIC 
28 10 W. Charleston Blvd., Suite G6723 us  specifically asked us "What can we call back on track and on schedule for RESTO- 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89 102 a new party which is different from the RATION." 

ones already established?" Our response 
Mister Rick Martin, Editor PLEASE is: In the early 1800s, there was a party Hopefully, Mister Clinton will respond. 

PRINT named the CON~$ITUTIONALISTS Party. If so, WE (Cosmos Seafood Energy Market- 
Seemingly this would be fitting, consider- ing Ltd;) will assist him and the PEOPLE of 

Dear Mister Martin, ing the much registered concerns of the the REPUBLICIUnion, i.e., Nation, to shore 
many, many people who did write to us up the economy and BACK THIS NATION 

We are in receipt of your January 26, registering their complaints. WITH THE "GOLD" on the interest due on 
1993 edition wherein you did print our that GOLD CERTIFICATE. However, this 
response. Thank you. Many years ago, was a discussion about must be understood.. ."IT SHALL NOT BE 

the Laws and how they worked when the THE SAME OLD GAMES OF OUR PAST." 
We would like to apologize to our late- 'simplistics of the Laws were employed'. 

ness in response as; on Christmas Day, we Then a remark was made: "It can be a A DEMAND on the interest due WILL 
were in an auto accident which left us in a beauty when it works for you, but the very MAKE ONE HECK OF A LOT OF UNHAPPY 
state of disarray. These things happen, same law when MISUSED can be like the "PUPPIES" in the International Communi- 
however we do apologize for our lateness in sword of Damocles.. .it cuts equally as swift ties and here at home.. .BUT.. .IT WILL RE- 
responding. and hard ... for you as it does against you STORE THE REPUBLIC/Union of WE THE 

and heaven forbid it should ever be mis- PEOPLE. 
We thought it time to respond to the used against you." 

many persons who did respond (though We will wait for the 30 days to expire- 
unsolicited by us) to their many grievances Today, we have PARADOX THINKERS; then we will send off to the PHOENK LIB- 
and so stated same in their correspon- they employ the laws to commit criminal ERATOR the 18 pages plus the 2 pages to 
dence. We thank you also for your many acts against the properties of individuals to the President. 
letters, cards, memorandums, articles, take these properties away. They are using 
Cases, and other 'comprehensible'informa- the very laws which were enacted FOR Thank you for your patience and GOD 
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BLESS US AND KEEP ALL OF US SAFE theUway" a n d a e b r h g i n g o f  theblemsed 
FROM HARM'S WAY. word of TRUTH. THE TRUTH SHALL IN 

EVERY WAY STAND FORTH IN ITS 
COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MAR- PROPER TIME AND SO, TOO, SHALL 

KETING LTD. THE LIARS AND DECEIVERS FALL OF 
P.O. Box 477 THEIR OWN SWORDS. SO BE IT AND SO 
Okawville, Illinois a Republic 6227 1 SHALL IT COME TO PASS IN THE DAYS 
This must be printed in its entirety, no OF THIS GENERATION UPON THE PLACE 

deletions or additions. CALLED EARTH SHAN. IF YOU BE IN 
(Signature initials affiied) . INTENT OF GOD THEN SO SHALL YOUR 

WORKS BE BLESSED. THOSE WHO DO 
END OF QUOTING NOT SERVE BUT THE ADVERSARY 

SHALL NOT FLOURISH BUT SHALL IN 
[H: I have asked Dharma to simply TIME PERISH FROM THE FACE OF THE 

retype the message in full. The  only EARTH. AMEN AND ADONAI-IN THE 
changer in any manner  whatsoever are HOLY LIGHT OF GOD ALMIGHTY, THE 
in the correcting of obvious typographi- GREAT SPIRIT OF ALL SOURCE. I AM 
cal errors. Thank you for sharing your HATONN, HOST OF GOD, MESSENGER 
confidence as to reprinting and we look IN THE PRESENCE OF GOD-BUT NOT 
forward to hearing from you again when YET OF YOUR EARTH PHYSICAL- 
appropriate. The  people of America THAT YOU MIGHT KNOW THE DIF- 
desire to make  c h a n g e d  they  need is FERENCE IN THE LIARS FROM THE 
proper leadership and to see a "way" to SPEAKERS OF TRUTH AND DIMEN- 
accomplish reclamation of the nation, SION. THE LORD GOD IS NOT YET 
Constitution, a n d  freedom. We of t h e  UPON YOUR PHYSICAL PLACE--NOR 
(cosmos) "Hosts" monitor most  care- ARE WE OF THE HOSTS-BUT MANY 
fully these events in this t ime  of t h e  OF OUR BROTHERS HAVE BEEN SENT 
Lord and  reclamation of HIS righteous BEFORE-TO PREPARE FOR HIM. 
servants and Kingdom. The  t ime  of the MAY T H E  LIGHT OF GOD SHINE 
Lord is at hand and never would God 'ROUND ABOUT YOU AND MAY YOU 
keep from His children, the showing of REST IN THE PEACE OF KNOWING.] 

A Poem Shared 
Among Friends 

2/4/9381 HATONN tale? 

Secretary, enough for this sitting. Let 
us leave with but one last offering from a 
beloved friend of shadow years, but the 
insight of the early ways and days in the 
outreaches of what you call "civilization" 
(badly misused word): 

~f 1 couldbe a messenger 
boy 

k o u l d ~  t ie my oCd o n y  
t o  your  h i t ch in  rai &' 

y o  r if I could  bring a 
message t o  you, 

From someone w h o  re- 
ad cares, 

% o u l i ~ ~ o u  Cisten at m y  

H o w  about  if I cou ld  
bring you  a message, 

Y r o m  those that have  
gone on.6e ore us. 

Those t d at are so beau- 
t i f u l a n d s o  reat .  

And1 cou f d t e C i o u  that 
t h e y  're m a k i n '  j l a n s  o f  
brotherly  love. 

And t h e y  h a v e  d e -  
s t roued  all the  m a t e r i a h  

H o w  about q I  c o u w d e  
m y  o l d p o n y  - a w a y  ou t  
uonder. 
J 

O u t  t h e r e  w h e r e  t h e  
Mas t e r  of Love really re- 

sides. 
And1 cou6dkneeCdown 

and kiss the  h e m  of His  
gown,  

~f J cou ld  bring a mes- 
sa e of Cove, t o  you, f r o m  d m ,  

W o u l d  y o u  h e @  m e ,  
spread  it aCC around? 

H o w  about  if I cou ld  
bring you  a message of 
hove. 

J 

Of  hope, anda way you 
c o u l d f u ~ i l l  aCC your  

Most  precious dreams. 
A n d e v e r u  t ime  a little 

ole younge6'  h e a r d  t h e  
words 

[Of hate,  and hurt, de- 
ceit  and destruction,] 

T h e y  w o u l d n ' t  e v e n  
know Ghat it means.  

H o w  about g1 couldride 
m y  o ldpony  way o u t  yon- 
de r. 

Out  there o n  t h e m  war 
. 3 t o r n  shores. 

And I c o u M  taCg with 
a l l the  war m o n  ers there. a CouCdI take  t e m  a rnes- - 

sage of love f r o m  you? 
Could I telC them,  y o u  

really do  care? 

H o w  a6ou t  i f  aCC the  
leaders o a l l t h e  lands, + 

WouC d mee t  o u t  there in 
a b e a u t i j i ~ l  atch,  

O f  p u r p  P e top  clover. 
AGd &erybod wouCd 

ioin hands. 
2 ge t  together an w e Y d a C l  

J 

And all the war: . and 
bloodshed wouCd be all 
over. 

~f I cou ldbe  jus t  a mes- .- 
senger boy. 

y o u  know what r ' d r e -  
a n y  Cike t o  do? 

I ' f i k e  to  tie m y  o l d  o n y  
t o  your  hitchin' rai ?' 

And br in  a b e a u t i j u ~  
message,;;l Eve ,  

F r o m  zm, t o  you. 
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Clint C. Cullen-A FRIEND and a long eral Delivery, Tehachapi, California9356 1. a rabid 'animal rights" group. 
time observer of life from the fundamental Clint does 'readings" from many 
viewpoint of an old prospector, entertainer 'stages", from schoolhouse platforms to Readings praising pacifism. 
in the type of Will Rogers, in the dress of an the stages of Nevada casinos. It would be 
old mountain man-and member of the very good if you would support his work. When the director was asked why he 
Poet's Hall of Fame. THANK YOU, CLINT. We shall effort to see to it that all of his did not allow the other side of these 

Clint is in poor health (but we are work- myriads of words residing in a trunk in a critical issues to be presented, he said 
ing on that diligently to reverse that trend). bunkhouse be made available-before he that to think critically students need to 
He lived in Arizona until very recently and moves on to our side of the mountains. We be exposed to views they don't normally 
then due to poor health has moved to the will speak of this more as we move along. get a t  home or in a traditional classroom 
Mojave Desert area of Randsberg. There Thank you. God's workers come in all setting. 
are 'published" books available but our forms, in all ways and from the most un- According to a student who left the 
only way to offer them to you at this time is likely places. In love and blessings, school in 199 1 out of utter disgust, anti- 
through information directly through Gen- I am Hatonn to close. Christian teachings permeate the school. 

For instance, [there was] an article by 
19th Century philosopher Feuerbach, 
who writes from an atheist's perspective 

Slick Willie's that religion is not an attempt by man to 
reach God but about "the relation of 
man to himself." The student also re- 
called one lecture by a feminist professor 
who took the entire class to explain why, 
after trying many different church<s; 

Special School she had become an atheist. Then she 
elaborated on the reason for her choice. 
The ex-student said: 'It's almost a mind- 
bending process that takes place during 
those six weeks .... It was an attack on 
Christianity, but more so, it was an at- 
tack on conservative thought. They very 

(Editor's note: Comman&erHatonn asked selected students. strongly put out the implication that if 
that we share this article with our LIBERA- During the six weeks, students are you want to be considered an intellec- 
TOR readers. It i s  extracted from the WIS- not allowed to leave campus or have tual by your peers, you have to be liberal. 
CONSIN REPORT, VolumeXVm, Number3, visitors except on Sunday, so it is an You can't be conservative." 
Thursday, January 14, 1 993. The WIS- intensive program. The following infor- The Human Events article gives much 
CONSIN REPORT is published by Wiscon- mation is from an article in Human Events more information concerning the school. 
sin Report Publishing Company, 1831 0 (9- 12 -92) written by Peter LaBarbera af- Why should this concern u s  all? A s  you 
BeningtonDrive, Brookfield, WI53045; 414- ter extensive examination of the curricu- know, there is a massive national cam- 
782-4832.) lum, speakers, films, and interviews with paign to inaugurate the 'New American 

ex-students. He states, and documents, Schools." Our nation will BE as our 
WWAT IS THE aWVERNOR'S that the school's teachings are pro-athe- youth are TAUGHT, and all efforts and 

SCHOOLn? ist, feminist and pacifist. programs to keep our nation strong must 
The 199 1 'textbook" is titled 'Tree begin with KNOWLEDGE. So we need to 

(Reprinted from: THE FAMILY Book" and states that the school's inten- know as much as possible about the 
EDUCATOR for Nov./Dec. 1992.) tion is to promote 'reflective thinking," people and programs influencing our 

but a review of the book's essays, as well educational system. We must remain 
The "Governor's School" as the program of guest speakers and alert and informed. 

films shown, suggests the real purpose 
Since Governor Clinton will soon as- is to 'uproot" traditional beliefs and * * 

sume the leadership of our nation and the replace them with liberal skepticism and 
free world, it is imperative that we explore secular relativism. There is a heavy anti- PREFACE 
what he may have in mind for training our Christian element. Among teachings in 
young people. Though never publicized, 199 1 were: (Reprint: 1963 Publication Official Docu- 
his concepts are mirrored for all to see. ment from 1st Governor's School of NC.) 

In 1979 the Governor established a six- * A blatant diatribe from a radical 
week summer training program in Arkan- feminist 'witch" who likened Jesus  /This report is based on the first 
sas, limited to 400 selected, gifted and Christ's death on the cross to necrophilia summer's operation of The Governor's 
talented students, ready to enter senior and sadomasochism. School of North Carolina. The report 
high school. In his speech inaugurating explains the conception of the school, its 
the school, he stated that it was his Pro-homosexual readings, films and purposes, and the types of instruction. 
'dream come true." Though not in- discussions. A s  the project progresses, more detailed 
volved in day-to-day operations, his ideas information based on careful evaluation 
are fully integrated into the whole pro- * A lecture from the attorney who of research data will be published and 
gram. He speaks each year on opening defended 'Jane Roe" in Roe v. Wade made available. 
day. His wife has also spoken a t  times. Supreme Court case (with no balance 
He appointed the seven-man board who from the other side). THE BEGINNING 
has full responsibility for the program, 
which is  state-funded and free to the * A lesson in 'Animal Liberation" by The idea of creating a special summer 
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program for North Carolina high school CHARLES F. CARROLL ing.) 
gifted and talented students originated State Superintendent of Public In- Anvone wishinn to order a 20-minute 
with Governor Term Sanford. struction video on Governor Clinton's Governor's 

The Governor submitted the proposal School call: 1-800-886-8852. It is well 
to the Carnenie Corporation of New York THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS: worth ordering-one of the boys who 
which, in Januarv, 1963, awarded a attended the school, a gifted and ta:- 
matching grant of $225,000. Another Henry H. Ramm, Chairman ented high school boy, committed sui- 
$225,000 was donated by 11 founda- Mrs. B.C. Parker, Vice-chairman cide after attending. 
tions and industries in Winston-Salem, John Ehle (resigned) * t *  

the city selected as the site of the State Elmer H. Gan'nger 
school. The total grant of $450,000 was James G. Stikeleather SUMMER SCHOOLS 
designed to finance the operation of an Hartwell Campbell (Reprinted from TIME 6 / 28 / 63 .) 
eight-week residential program in the Alphonso Elder 
summers of 1963, 1964, and 1965 on C.D. Killian A Boon to the Gifted 
the campus of Salem College at  Winston- Mrs. Grace Rodenbough 
Salem. Joel Fleishman In other summers, the tree-shaded 

The school was created as a public Virgil S. Ward grounds of Salem College, in Winston- 
school, with books, room, board, and J.E. Miller Salem, N.C., have been hushed in the eerie 
materials furnished for the students. I.E. Ready stillness that haunts deserted campuses. 
There is not tuition. In 1963,400 rising But this year the campus is bubbling like 
juniors and seniors, representing 85 of ADVISORY COMMITTEE: a chemical retort with a heady new experi- 
North Carolina's 100 counties were se- ment. Four hundred of North Carolina's 
lected for admission. Students chosen Virgil S. Ward, Project Consultant most brilliant and creative high school 
for academic achievement were selected J. E. Miller students (fall-term juniors and seniors-to- 
from more than 1,000 boys and girls I.E. Ready be) have been brought together for an 
whose names were placed in nomination intensive eight-week study program, thanks 
by superintendents of the state's 173 ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF: to the state's fervently education-minded 
school units. Students chosen for artis- Governor Tern Sanford. Guiding principle 
tic ability were selected through com- Joseph M. Johnston, Superintendent behind this summer school is the 
petitive auditions conducted at  strategic C. Douglas Carter, Principal Governor's belief that education ~recedes 
points throughout the state. economic develo~ment and that North 

In 1963, there were 54 students con- The Governor's School of North Caro- Carolina needs to provide all the stimulus 
centrating in English, 29 in French, 54 lina, a summer program for North Caro- it can for its own home-grown talents. 
in social science, 48 in natural science, lina high school gifted students, is oper- Last J a n u q ,  Sanford got $225,000- 
35 in mathematics, 18 in art, 35 in ated as a public school on the campus of $75,000 for three successive years-from 
dance, 27 in drama, 4 1 in Choral music, Salem College, Winston-Salem, North the Carneaie Cornoration for his plan. 
54 in instrumental music, and 5 in pi- Carolina, by the State Board of Educa- Within ten minutes afew days later, he got 
ano. Each student spent 18 classroom tion, and is financed for 1963, 1964, and an additional pledge of $225,000 from 
hours a week in his major interest area, 1965 by substantial grants from the business and foundation leaders in Win- 
three hours a week in a minor area Carnegie Corporation of New York and ston-Salem. 
selected from one of the arts, and four from foundations and industries in Win- Brisk Pace. The students now on cam- 
hours a week in a class entitled Essen- ston-Salem. pus are attending free of charge, except for 
tial Ideas. - their transportation. The school is totally 

The school is operated under the State * * * desegregated; 30 students and one faculty 
Board of Education of North Carolina member are Negroes. And the pace is 
through a Board of Governors a ~ ~ o i n t e d  WISCONSINREPORTEditor's Note: Dr. brisk: with 144 hours of classroom in- 
by the State Board of Education. On Dennis Cuddy, NC, attended this first struction devoted to a major study area, 
June 10, 1963, The Governor's School of Governor's School in North Carolina. He each student in eight weeks will do the 
North Carolina first opened its doors to was chosen as a gifted and talented equivalent of a year's work in one subject. 
400 boys and girls-and to an exciting student in music and has written an In addition, on three afternoons a week, 
educational experiment. article on the experience titled: "A the student attends two-hour classes in a 

GUINEA PIG REMEMBERSm-see next subsidiary field of interest. Twice a week, 
* * *  week. Dr. Cuddy (Ph.D,) was a Senior there are two-hour seminar sessions on 

Associate with the U. S. Department of the great ideas, and every evening there is 
The Governor's School of North Carolina Education from 1982 to 1988. alecture, concert or dramatic performance. 

(Reprinted from: 1965 Official Terry Sanford se t  u p  the  first  Despite the taxing schedule, the high- 
Document from Governor's School in America in North schoolers, 30 of whom are varsity football 

Governor's School of N.C.) Carolina. Terry Sanford was on the players, have plenty of surplus energy left 
Board of Directors of World Federalists over for swimming, tennis, basketball and 
of North Carolinain 1947 when it merged doing the twist. 

DAN K. MOORE to become United World Federalists, Chief exhilaration comes from racing 
Governor, State of North Carolina which now is named World Federalist the mind with full intellectual freedom. 
Honorary Chairman, Board of Gover- Association. WFA is a leading New Age Says one music student: "At home I was 
nors networking organization, working for considered something of an odd-ball. Here 

World Federal Government today. - I can talk music all the time." Social 
DALLAS HERRING from WFA materials. Science Student David Beck, 1'7, says: 
Chairman, State Board of Education (Terry Sanford is with the Council on "I'm getting the entire field of social science 

. Foreign . . - . . . . . . . .  Relations A ,from . their. . , . . .  199 1 list:. here. . Wheg i get, ip$ol\ege, I'll be .able to . .  .. ..- . . - .a . * . , -  . .-. , 
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look down the list of courses and know Commerce Luther Hodges. A symphony acquisition of the DNA sample from the 
exactly wh.at I should take." orchestra, string ensemble, ballet and person to be reproduced. All that is neces- 

N o  Tests. Students at  the school do drama groups are already deep into re- sary is a drop of blood or a tiny piece of 
not have to fuss with the pin-pricking hearsals. tissue, but it is essential that each time a 
routines of tests and homework. There The sheer responsiveness of the stu- new reproduction is made, a fresh drop of 
are no credits and no grades. Says dents inspires the 27-man faculty re- blood or tiny piece of tissue be obtained." 
Program Director Douglas Carter, 33: cruited from high schools and colleges in 
"This type of student will dig into things nine states. One college instructor found BOOK REVIEW: 
for himself." Some noted guest lecturers that he taught in three days what con- THE ASSASSINATION CHAIN 
will spur the digging. Last week Laura sumes a month in his college classroom. by Sybil Leek and Bert R. Sugar. 
Fermi, widow of Atomic Physicist Enrico Says Political Science Instructor Jivan 
Fermi, began lecturing on science for ten Tabibian of Wake Forest College: "If we Forward by Jack Anderson. 
days. She will be followed by Novelist could only do this with students like Including the section: 
Betty Smith (A Tree Grows in Brooklyn), these for nine months, the result would "Assassination Who's Who". 
Playwright Paul Green and Secretary of be almost beyond imagination." Published by Corwin Books, N.Y. 

Copyright 1976 (Includes a list of 
Members of the Warren Commission.) 

n/ora 's ms arch C o r n e r  Period Covered: (Assassinations) 

..... President John Kennedy.. 1 1/22/63 
Martin Luther King.. .............. ..4/4/68 

THE ASSASSINATION CHAIN: report: Robert Kennedy.. .................... .6 / 5 / 68 
... PART I OF A SERIES ON ROBOTOIDS George Wallace (Attempted). .5/ 151 72 

There have been several steps in the 
The first two parts of this series are long-sought goal of reproducing human Nora's Comments: The greater portion 

book reviews of John  and  Robert beings for the purpose of deception, the of this book deals with John Kennedy's 
Kennedy's Assassinations. The reason I first being the substitute look-alike. This (JFK) assassination. It brings in enough 
have used this material is because these was often accompanied by plastic surgery information on the other assassinations 
two cases provide ample public records which still goes on. There have been gigan- and attempted assassination to show an 
which have caught the long-term atten- tic efforts in this direction even to the point overall plan or pattern at  work. I had just 
tion of many people. It is my hope that of searching family backgrounds in order completed a review of another book on 
people will read the books and obtain a to have the right ethnic ancestry, etc. Robert Kennedy's assassination; the com- 
greater awareness of our critical prob- "After the discovery of the possibility of parisons were alarming! 
lems and treasonist governmental fig- genetic engineering, the idea for producing 
ures. Also, I would hope the readers will a clone took form. The manufacture of a 1. In &l of the cases the prosecution 
come to understand the incredible role clone, perhaps the first, is recorded in a (Our Government) pursued the theory of a 
that robotoids have played (and pres- book on the subject. The location and lone assassin having perpetrated the af- 
ently do play) and the potential therein method were cryptically described to avoid fair, yet the preponderance of evidence 
for the complete corruption and takeover persecution. The method was the insertion (uninvestigated and/or suppressed) clearly 
of our government. of an embryo, genetically formed in the showed a conspiracy. 

A friend, M .O., sent me awriting titled laboratory, in the womb of a surrogate 
Clones, Robotoids and Doubles, which mother.. . 2. The C.I.A. and F.B.I. were deeply 
provides an excellent introduction to the "It became feasible as progress was involved both in "securing" the area for 
subject. She is very sympathetic to the made to dispense with the need of a surro- JFK's protection, planning the trip to Dal- 
Kennedy family and believes Robotoids gate mother. The whole body can now be las, and with contacts-knowledge of crimi- 
or Doubles were used to sinisterly de- "grown" in the laboratory just like a plant nal activities in the area. In addition, in the 
stroy their characters. More important, or animal breeding process. No doubt case of Oswald, he was a known operative 
perhaps, is the possibility of using mind- there have been many failures before suc- of the F.B.I. These two agencies were 
controlled "doubles" to run our govern- cess was achieved to the point of actually involved in withholding evidence and 
ment! The use of a double in a compromis- displaying a man-made human being to discrediting witnesses. Further, they 
ing situation with expert photography is all the public. The characteristics of the man were deeply involved in the Warren 
that is needed in many cases to bring the source are reproduced without any need to Commission's findings. Their contribu- 
character of a person into question. Cer- program, but there must be programming tions to that dreadful day were never 
tainly there is a strong possibility this for the brain in order to obtain the desired investigated. 
happened in the case of the Kennedys. mindset. This advanced reproduction is 

Neither M. 0. nor myself pretend to pro- called a robotoid. 3. There appears to have been a "set- 
vide 'scientific" proof. There are scientific "These robotoids, unlike human be- up" in all of the cases whereby the "as- 
books and reports available regarding ge- ings, have a very short life, a matter of sassin" had received training, resources 
netic engineering which can be obtained months and then they deteriorate becom- and opportunity from powerful "others" 
through University bookstores and librar- inguseless for their original purpose. Some- (including the C.I.A. and F.B.I.) which 
ies, as well as in scientific journals. Of times this deterioration becomes notice- put them in the right spot a t  the right 
course, the truly pertinent "advanced" able, but without any knowledge of the time. There was also a great deal of 
information is withheld from the public. astounding truth, an observer would only evidence of the assassins having been 
Therefore, one must read the available comment on what he perceives to be a either brainwashed, manipulated or di- 
clues. marked change in the health of the indi- rected in the "plot". In fact, when he 

vidual. was arrested, Oswald seemed surprised 
Following is the Introduction to M.O.'s "The beginning of the process is the and said he had "done nothing he was 
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ashamed of" but "was being used as a plex that wanted to continue the Vietnam the gun has a hairline much different from 
patsy." War under a new president who "saw "Oswald", who is shown on the same page 

things their way." 2. The rightwing groups. in another photo when Ruby shot him. The 
4. Especially in the cases of the two 3. The C.I.A. and F.B.I. and their continu- two photos cannot be the same person, yet 

Kennedys, there were a surprising number ing development and gain in power. 4. The Marina Oswald testified that the man with 
of look-dikes. When you read through the Communists. 5. The Anti-Castro group the gun was her husband. There are other 
Assassination Who's Who, you can count and the disenchantments after the Bay of problems with this particular picture, ob- 
four look-alikes for Oswald and at least two Pigs fiasco. 6. The Mafia (if they "got" John vious to any careful examination, yet left 
for Ruby. (As I found in reading the book they could thereby foreclose also on Robert's unquestioned by the Warren Commission 
on Robert's assassination, there were more activities; Robert was then Attorney Gen- based on Marina Oswald's testimony. (In 
in his case.) In addition, several other eral). 7. Other political interests especially my opinion, ifMarinaOswald told the truth 
persons involved in the case had look alikes, in Texas and DALLAS. 8. The country's as to who her "husband" was, her actual 
which made it difficult to establish the strong desire to end the War in Vietnam. husband was not Oswald, and-or the 
"truth" of many witnesses' reports. These In fact, there were 3 few facts to prove "Oswald" that Ruby shot was not the 
kinds of revelations warrant our particular an act of a lone assassin that it appears Oswald we understood him to be.) Marina 
attention! How did the perpetrators & so "Oswald" (or his look alike) had to die to was a Russian who Oswald met and mar- 
many look alikes? The number is far squelch an investigation! Even the inves- ried in Minsk, Russia, when .he earlier 
beyondchance. And why? Ofcourse, from tigation of Ruby's murder of Oswald was defected from the U.S. of A. Minsk was a 
the view of the 'plotters" the more look delayed due to Ruby's (or Ruby'slookalike's) "White Russian" headquarters town of the 
alikes the better, as they would be avail- "mental illness". He died, conveniently, K.G.B. 
able for backup plans if the original failed before a case was brought against him. It is instructive to know who the people 
somehow; and, they made the confusion The cover-up is blatant! But, we-the- were who sat on the Warren Commission, 
greater, making it more difficult for "prov- people were mollified by Lyndon Johnson's according to the research of Sybil Leek and 
ing anything" in a straightforward way. immediate convening of the Warren Com- Bert Sugar. There is not a lot of inforrna- 
Nevertheless, in view of everything that mission. Ah Hah! Our Supreme Court tion on most of them- but enough for you 
Commander Hatonn has taught us about Judge was going to investigate! And, don't to get the picture. While we all cried over 
robotoids, it is becoming obvious that the negate the influence Judge Warren had at the loss of President Kennedy, the "horse 
use of robotoids may have been involved in the time; it was great. We-the-people had had left the barn"! (And, still today, the 
the Kennedy assassinations, if not also better start looking at the facts, and the same old trick works - the Gulf War 
with Martin Luther King and Governor actions of a person, and especially the brought out tears and yellow ribbons in 
Wallace. effects of their actions. In other words, the support of the troops, but few were inter- 

fruit of the tree will be true to the kind of ested to probe beyond the superficial fa- 
J, A rush was made to identify the tree it is. cade and ask Who's Who and What's What.) 

assassin, put him in custody, and declare Well, the Warren Commission only con- So let's take a look at the data on the 
a verdict before any real investigation had tinued the cover-up, a fact now being con- Warren Commission: 
been done. This was accomplished via ceded more or less by our government. 
"eye witnesses" present at the time (the Most of their work was, in the final analy- THE WARREN COMMISSION 
entire nation on T.V.!). Yet too many sis, an endorsement of F.B.I. reports - 
witnesses went unheard and too much even when questions were raised about the * Setup by President Lyndon B. John- 
testimony that was heard was dropped, or activity of the F.B.I. itself. In fact, the son via Executive Order # 11 130, dated 
was full of holes. Warren Commission had no funds for a 11/29/63. 

vigorous investigation of their own. There 
6. Newspapers came out with advance are some reports available to the public * Chief Justice Earl Warren - 

statements which could only mean they having to do .with interrogations of wit- Chairman 
were in on the "plot". These same newspa- nesses and discussions of legal niceties - 
pers had evidence of their own which they but no clear resolvement of issues was ever * There is some indication he was told 
refused to make public. Their evidence reached, and there was certainly a very the Commission must be handled in a 
was never subpoenaed by the C.I.A, F.B.I. curtailed questioning of circumstances, certain way "to appease the Commu- 
or Warren Commission. Of course, neither leads and persons either obviously involved nists", and "Warren left Johnson's of- 
was any investigation made of their "ad- or "just" present. fice with tears in his eyes". There is no 
vance" knowledge! Another strange and 'unfortunate" actual record of Warren's meeting with 

aspect of these cases is how so many Johnson on this important assignment. 
7. There were solid political reasons, as persons linked to the JFK assassination 

well as financial and criminal reasons, for met with untimely deathemostly per- Political Membel a: (4) 
the assassinations. Many persons or sons who actively questioned the official 
groups stood to gain from the assassina- version or persons who could have had 1. Richard B. Russell, Dem., Georgia 
tions. None of these were investigated. knowledge'inconvenient" to the perpetra- (Senator) -rejected single bullet theory 

tors through their associations. By 1976 and dissented from other findings of the 
One can never be sure they have all the twenty-eight persons were either vic- Committee. He died (thought to be from 

facts, and Leek and Sugar do not claim to tims of accidents, violence, suicides or natural causes) after the Commission 
have them all. Yet, by the time this book "naturaln causes, all persons close to ended. 
was written (1976) there was a better pos- the case, (Commander Hatonn states that 
sibility of exploring the historical perspec- the actual total now is over 200.) 2. John W. Cooper, Rep., Kentucky 
tives, which they do well. If you read the book, take a very good (Senator). 

For instance, they explored possible look at that purported picture of Oswald 
activities, purposes, involvements and en- holding the rifle supposed to be the murder 3. Hale Boggs, Dem., Louisiana (Repre- 
richments of several "suspicious" groups, weapon. The practical value of the weapon sentative) - rejected Warren €hssmidon 
Including: 1. The Industrial-Military Com- itself is in question, but the m q  holding findings (with Russell) at first, but later 
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went along, together with Russell. Boggs ing the Vietnam War; and, now, even more Albert E. Jenner, Jr. (Counsel) 
was a House Whip. He later disappeared so in light of what Hatonn has told us 
off the coast of Alaska in a small craft and regarding Kennedy's intent to restructure Wesley J. Lieber (Asst. Counsel) 
was presumed to have perished. or dissolve the Federal Reserve Banking 

system! (On the face of it, what possible Charles Murray - sat in attendance as 
4. Gerald R; Ford, Rep., Michigan (Rep- purpose doesan international banker have observer for the President of the American 

resentative and Republican House Minor- on a Commission investigating a murder in Bar Association to insure "fairness to the 
ity Leader); author of article "Piecing To- the U.S. of A.?) alleged assassin." 
gether Evidence", Life magazine, 10/2/64 
supporting W v e n  Commission findings; On 121 16/63, J. Lee Rankin, a former W. David Slawson (Asst. Counsel) 
author of Portrait of an Assassin, 1965 (not solicitor general of the UNITED STATES 
received well by the public); later was to be was sworn in as general Counsel. Among Arlen Specter (Counsel) - gave name 
vice-president under Nixon in his second his 14 assistants were David Belin and to "Specter Miracle Bullet" theory derided 
term ofoffice, and President afterwatergate! Arlen Specter along with 12 staff persons. by critics of the report; District Attorney for 

There is not much information on the other Philadelphia. 
Private Members: (2) staff persons but I will list them in alpha- 

betical order (see "Assassins' Who's Who" Samuel Stern (Counsel) 
(I think this is a huge misnomer, but so in the book): 

be it.. .regarding the use of term "private" .) Itwas suggested, after the Warren Corn- 
Francis W.H. Adams (Counsel) mission report of a lone assassin was ques- 

1. Allen W. Dulles, former Secretary of tioned, that an additional report be made 
State - he had been fired by Kennedy over Jo-ph A. Ball (Counsel) by The Rockefeller Foundation, headed 
the Bay of Pigs disaster. His brother, by Gerald Ford. This did not occur. Obvi- 
Foster Dulles, was then Director of the David Belin (Staff Lawyer) -author of ously Rockefeller was greatly involved in 
C.I.A. until John McCone took over under Book, November 22, 1963: You Be The the caver-up and so any report made by 
Johnson. (His appointment seems to have Judge, published by the New York Times; him or his Foundation could have been 
been a slap in the face to those who loved chairman ofgroup Lawyers for Nixon-Agnew risky. 
the President-and the question of his in 1968; Ex-Director of the Rockefeller Author Sybil Leek ha; been a colum- 
'objectivity" and-or conflicting interests is Commission.. nist, newspaper reporter, playwrite and 
indeed great .) historian with a deep interest in world 

William T. Coleman (Lawyer) politics. 
2. John J. McCloy, former Dkector of Bert R. Sugar has been a lawyer, inves- 

the International Bank for Reconstruc- Melvin Aron Eisenberg (Counsel) tigative reporter, and editor of several maga- 
tion and Development!!! - this ' man's zines, including Argosy. 
'conflictinginterests" were also huge, con- Burt GdfFii (Asst. Counsel) For those who are interested, I believe 
sidering the industrial-military complex this book is still available through many 
and the huge sums to be gained in continu- Leon Hubert (Counsel) local libraries, if not the publisher. 

Volcanoes BlowTheir Tops 
As Elite Games Heat Up 

2/5/93 KALI 

Greetings Commander Hatonn and Ex- 
tended Crew: 

This note is from Soltec's scribe and 
translator, Kali. I realize that I have already 
"spoken" with you, Commander Hatonn, 
on many occasions, but putting my 
thoughts into written format makes it much 
more real for me. 

I write this to thank you for all the kind 
words and for the "pep talks" you have 
given to me via the Tehachapi meeting 
tapes of the last several weeks. The en- 
couragkment from you and Commander 
Soltec has been of great help to me, boost- 

ing my confidence in my abilities as doubt this mission here on Earth gets 
receiver and speaker. done. I wonder whether I would have the 

I thank all of the Host, and all of the fortitude and commitment which these two 
wonderful "group" in Tehachapi for the have had, and we are deeply honored by 
warm, loving reception afld support that their unwavering service. 
has been given to both I and my spouse, I feel at times that Kari and I don't 
Kari. Because of you, we don't feel so left express our appreciation in the manner we 
out over here in a far away state. You all should; so please accept this note, offered 
do a wonderfully fine j o b k e e p  up the with our deepest gratitude. We think of 
good work! You are greatly appreciated you all often and you are always in our 
by many. hearts and in our prayers. 

We especially send our love and warm- May Holy God be with you and bless 
est greetings of support to Dharrna and each and every one of you. 
Oberlifor all the work that they have been 
doing and all the trials they have been put In service and in love, 
through; their example sends out a strong 
message of inspiration so that there is no Kah' and Kari 
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2/5/93 SOLTEC TO DO OR NOT TO DO Ocean. 
This entire area is above sea level only 

THE MISSION "To whom much is given, much is re- because it is a series of mountain tops of 
quired." It is a universal principle-a law underwater land and the entire region is of 

Greetings, Soltec present. I come in of God. If the ability were not present, the volcanic origin. It is active seismically 
the Light of the Holy God of Creation, in task would not present itself. Every ob- speaking--consider all the activity that 
service unto the Host of Holy God. A s  we stacle in life is either a building block or a has beenoccurringtherein recent months. 
move ever forward, let us  not forget that stumbling ston-the choice is up to the There are literally scores of active volca- 
this mission is one of total service-to individual. You can either choose to be noes in this place, as it sits on the bound- 
bring forth the message of Truth to those defeated or to be victorious, and this, aries of the-Pacific Plate, the Eurasian Plate 
who will but hear. You are alive at this, Chelas, is accomplished by a conscious and the Indian-Australian Plate. Volcanic 
the most exciting time of your history, decision and state of mind. It has been activity is most often found at the bound- 
for a purpose, chosen by selves. said, 'Do or do not. There is no try." ary of one or more tectonic plates. 

Many are yet unaware of the agree- Trying carries with it the possibility of These three plates are moving toward 
ment that was made before entering this failure-a seed of unfaith, if you will. One one another, and is what you would refer to 
experience-some will come to recogni- little seed of doubt within your mind can as a "converging b o u n d w .  The less 
tion of it, some will not. For those who take root and strangle every bit of faith you dense continental plate will over-ride the 
have awakened to their purpose, you may have had. denser oceanic plate and the oceanic plate 
have understanding of many things yet In this world, you have learned nega- will sink along the subduction zone, at 
unseen and unrealized and, a t  times, tion. Remember that. From the time you which point the oceanic plate will descend 
this is a burden which weighs heavily are born you are told over and over again into the mantle beneath the overriding 
upon your shoulders and disrupts your that which you can NOTdo. One of the first plate. The oceanic plate then becomes 
lives. Keep, therefore, uppermost in words that a child learns to say is "NO". increasingly hotter as it descends deeper 
your hearts and minds, that you have Very few are encouraged to DO within the into the earth. 
this understanding for a specific pur- formativeyearsoflife. You are busylearn- Where the two plates grind past one 
pose, that being, this mission in which ing all the rules of this world, and mostly another, temperatures increase due to the 
you serve. they consist of what you are not to do, friction between the two plates. Where the 

Ifwhat you refer toas "normalliving" rather that what you are to do. So, it top of the subducting plate comes into 
is interrupted, know that it is for good stands to reason, does it not, that one contact with the asthenosphere, melting 
purpose. If others do not understand negative or doubtful thought carries the takes place and magrnais created. Magma 
you and ridicule or persecute you, know potential of negating the little bit of faith is less dense than the overlying solid rock; 
that it is not for naught. For there is no that you have. Therefore, it is crucial to the therefore, this magma created along the 
greater task to perform and complete accomplishment of task that you con- subduction zone will work its way upward 
than that in which you are endeavoring sciously remind self of abilities rather than and quite often produce volcanic eruptions 
at this time. inabilities. In theory it sounds simple and, on the earth's surface. 

This mission is critical for your world's in fact, it is simple. This is what is occurring in the area of 
survival and for those with whom you The difficulty comes in practicing this the Philippines and Indonesia. The debris 
share your planet. No, it is not all fun principle in your world of negation. That is blown out of a volcano is known as *pyre- 
and games, though we can share a bit of the reason we continually remind you ones clastic tephra", which consists of ash to 
fun along the way. It is very important of your purpose and your abilities, for we very large particles. Volcanic ash erup- 
you lose not your zest for life, as that is understand that in your world it is the tions are those in which a tremendous 
often all that will keep your physical exception, rather than the rule, to accom- quantity of rock fragments, natural glass 
existence going and there may well come plish by believing that you ARE able. fragments and gas are blown high into the 
a time when it will be the very thing that Recall that last week I wrote about the air by explosions from the volcano. These 
determines whether you survive or not. energy of thought. All this ties in together, blasts travel at tremendous velocity, some- 
Life is a precious gift, Chelas-treasure as doubt also carries with it powerful en- times exceeding the speed of sound. 
it. For without the physical experience ergy. So, which would you rather h a v e  'The volcanic ash-fall from even a mod- 
there is no growth and little hope for energy that creates and enables you to erate eruption can cover hundreds or even 
your world. Your physical experience at accomplish, or energy that tears down and thousands of square miles with a thick 
this time, and the paths which you travel, destroys your ability to accomplish? Think layer of volcanic ash. It is the same type of 
are no accident. upon these things, please. volcanic eruption as Mt. Pinatubo, also 

All have known one another in past located in the Philippines, also very active. 
experiences, both above and below and ON VOLCANOES AND 
have served together in prior ages of MT. MAYON. PHILIPPINES LAKE NIOS. AFRICA 
transition. The service is strictly volun- 
tary, without coercion. The experience is Volcanoes. Yes, once again your world In addition to the volcanic ash, a num- 
not new, but one that has been repeated has been shaken by another volcanic berofgases, includingwatervapor, carbon 
many times in the past. This is the eruption-this time it is Mt. Mayon in dioxide, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide 
reason that you ones have inner recogni- the Philippines, and it is not over yet by and hydrogen sulfide are emitted during 
tion of one another and of those of the any means. This volcano has only begun such volcanic eruptions. Some volcanoes, 
Host. One day we shall all stand together to rattle. The moon is at the full stage, classified as dormant, emit gases for long 
once again but, first, you must get through which adds another element to be dealt periods following eruptions, as in the'case 
this period of time. Each and every mem- with. The lunar influences on your planet of Lake Nios, Africa in 1986, when it emit- 
ber of this mission possesses a unique are very high at this point and play an ted carbon dioxide gas. Because this gas is 
quality. It is this uniqueness and recogni- important role in seismic and volcanic heavier than the $r, it settled in nearby 
tion that draws you ones together in pur- events. The Philippines are considered villages and killed 2,000 people by as- 
pose and enables you to perform the seem- to, be a part of the Indonesian chain of phyxiation. Carbon dioxide and other more 
ingly impossible tasks at hand. islands that lie in your western Pacific truly poisonous gases were slowly released 
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into the lake's bottom waters which occupy 
part of the crater of a dormant volcano. A s  
long as the gas was dissolved in the lake 
water and kept there by the pressure of the 
overlying water, there was no problem. 
However, because a small quake brought 
the water from the bottom of the lake 
suddenly to the surface, the gases were 
able to escape into the atmosphere. In the 
same area, a year earlier, the same type of 
event took place and 37 lives were lost. So, 
even an apparently dormant volcano may 
have deadly potential! 

PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

There are many types of volcanoes, both 
active and inactive, on your planet, and 
there are more and more of them that are 
slowly awakening from many millennia of 
dormancy. Your Pacific Northwest is one of 
those areas that is slowly awakening and 
there is good possibility of renewed activity 
in this area in the relatively near future. 
This area, too, is located on the boundary 
of two plates-the North American Plate 
and the Juan de Fuca Plate. Because the 
Juan de Fuca Plate is being squeezed be- 
tween the Pacific Plate and North American 
Plate, it has no place to go but down. It is 
subducting beneath the North American 

Other interferences that increase these things--as the potential for destruction 
events are caused by man's ignorance, goes far beyond that of the physical being. 
such as underground nuclear blasts. The 
state of Nevada is in a shambles, under- 'GAMES" AND OTHER ANNOYANCES 
ground, due to this practice and the effects 
are just now beginning to make themselves As  there is a problem with the transfer- 
known in the recent occurrences of seismic ring of data this week, we must draw this 
activity there. It was once thought that the writing to a close so that we are able to 
Earth was indestructible by anything that transfer this writing during the window of 
man might possibly be able to do but it is operation. It has been avery trying time for 
now becoming alarmingly apparent that all those who are involved with the physical 
this is just not the case. This type of blast manipulation of the written word, lately, as 
creates energy waves very similar to those the Elite have stepped up their activities 
produced by natural earthquakes and have and have caused a real mess. This is being 
the same type of effects. They travel through dealt with, Chelas, and there will be a 
the rock underground just as do earth- resolution and understanding reached be- 
quake energy waves and have the potential tween all sides concerned. You who have 
to initiate a seismic chain reaction in the been the brunt of this assault and have 
same manner. worked so diligently toward solution are to 

Man's tinkering with powerful forces be saluted for your long hours and labors. 
about which he understands very little It does not go unnoticed by Command. 
have played avery large role in creating the May you come into understanding of 
crisis that the Earth is experiencing today. your heritage and capabilities as you work 
Splitting atoms fsplcytng dangetvusly toward the goal. You are all blessed and we 
c k  to the f o m  of Crreation and it is honor you ones, as you honor us  in your 
uery uppanent that Earth man knows loyalty and service. May the Light of Holy 
1ittZe b nothing crbout thb. He would do God rest upon each of you in these days of 
well to go back to school and study a lot tribulations. 
more before tinkering around with such Soltec to clear. Salu. 

Plate in the Pacific Northwest, causing 
pressure on the magma chambers below 
the Cascade Mountain volcanoes. Be- Nevada Corporations 

JI 

cause the entire Pacific Ring of Fire area is 
so volatile at this particular point in time, 
you have adisaster waiting to happen here. WHO SHOULD INCORPORATE? erty), you are exempt from incorporating or 
I have previously written on this subject, qualifying to do business in your home 
but mention it again at this time as a MANY PEOPLE SAY THAT THEY ARE state. When that circumstance also exists, 
reminder to those who reside in this part of JUST A SINGLE PERSON OR A FAMILY, then you would certainly want to incorpo- 
your country-that they are sitting atop a SO WHAT DOES THIS CORPORATION rate in a preferred state and let that corpo- 
geologic time bomb. BUSINESS HAVE TO DO WITH ME? IT ration in the preferred state own the prop- 

ONLY REQUIRES ONE (1) PERSON TO erty. That means any real property. Then, 
NATURAL OR MANMADE? FORM THE CORPORATION, BE THE if you sell the property, simply sell the 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS, OFFICERSAND whole corporation. There are many ben- 
The questions are always asked as to YOU HAVE ALLTHE BENEFITS OF A COR- efits in that kind of transaction. Simply 

whether these events are natural or man- PORATION, BUSINESS-WISE AND TAX- determine what activities are exempt from 
made. Many seismic and volcanic occur- WISE. WHY DO YOU THINK THE GOV- having to qualifL to do business in your 
rences are natural and follow a geologic ERNMENT SEEMS TO GIVE BREAKS TO home state and what ones are not. 
cycle. However, in this time much of the CORPORATIOlrJ83 BECAUSE MOsT OF LET'S LOOK AT THE INTERESTING 
natural activity is exaggerated by man's THE Q O V E ~ N T  "SERVANTSm ARE SITUATION IN CALIFORNIA: FIRST OF 
tarnperineboth purposeful and acciden- INCORPORATED (IN THE STATE OF hlE- ALL, WHILE IT COSTS ABOUT $600 TO 
tal. That which is purposeful is done in VADA) RND DO BUSINESS THROUGH JUST INCORPORATE DIRECTLY IN CALI- 
order to kill off as many of you as possible THE CORPORATIONS W m E  THEIR PRI- FORNIA, IT COSTS ABOUT HALF AGAIN 
before the year 2000, or at least to bring VATE W E 8  ARE NEVER hUDE PUBLIC. AS MUCH TO QUALIFYTO DO BUSINESS 
you to a point of inability to care for selves, YES. IT IS THE BEST KEPT SECRET IN THE IN CALIFORNIA FOR A 'FOREIGN" COR- 
enabling you then to be enslaved and con- UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND PORATION (LET US SAY, ONE FROM NE- 
trolled without fight. ABROAD-FOR ALIENS OF FOREIGN VADA). THAT IS BECAUSE CALIFORNIA 

The technology of the Elite of your world COUNTRIES CAN ALSO INCORPORATE IN KNOWS THE VALUE OF INCORPORATION 
has become very sophisticated and, with NEVADA. THIS IS A BENEFIT THAT THE IN A SEPARATE STATE AND USES THE 
the space-age technology, it is quite easy 'BIG BROTHERSw HAVE MADE EVERY EXTRA FEE TO TRY TO DISCOURAGE 
for them to pinpoint any place on Earth EFFORT TO HIDE FROM YOU SO THAT YOU FROMTHIS APPROACH. HOWEVER, 
and bombard same with pulse beams of THERE IS NOT A CHANCE OF REMOVING THERE IS A GREAT ADVANTAGE TO IN- 
fluctuating magnetic frequencies, as well THOSE BENEFITS. CORPORATING IN NEVADA AND PAYING 
as with laser pulses. These devices have A Nevada corporation can own property THE DIFFERENCE IN YOUR HOME STATE 
been shown to be very effective in the in ANY state without having to qualify or be TO QUALIFY THERE-PRIVACY-BE- 
Elite's cause and are continually in a state incorporated in that state. Therefore, in CAUSE IN NEVADA NO ONE KNOWS WHO 
of refinement for their little games. this instance (owning or buying real prop- TPB OWNERS (STOCKHOLDERS) ARE. 
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EVEN IFYOU MUST QUALIFY IN ANOTHER the tool. Nevada is the most overall 'effi- CORPORATION AT (702) 885-9638 OR 
STATE, THAT INFORMATION CAN USU- cient" state for personal incorporations for WRITE TO THEM AT 28 10 W. CHARLES- 
ALLY BE KEPT PRIVATE EXCEPT FORTHE dozens of reasons, the most important of TON BLVD., SUITE G-6723, LAS VEGAS, 
PORTIONOFYOUR CORPORATION ACTU- which have been addressed above. NV 89 102. ASK FOR CORT CHRISTIE. 
ALLY DOING BUSINESS WITHIN THE What the 'little people" do not realize is FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INFOR- 
QUALIFYING STATE. that by incorporation, especially in Ne- MATION ABOUT PRIVACY, THE VALUE OF 

It is wise to incorporate in the state with vada, YOU can function in security and NEVADA CORPORATIONS, THE MASSIVE 
the best corporation and tax laws regard- safety in the same manner as the Big DECEPTION OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE 
less of where you are going to do business. Corporate Giant does, only more effec- AND ITS IRS EXTORTION RACKET, AND 
Then, if for ANY reason you ever wish to, tively. THE GENERALTRUTH BEHIND OURMOD- 
you DO have a SAFE HAVEN, as it were, to ERN ECONOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE 
return to or retreat to or withdraw to. FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT PHOENIX JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECO- 

Incorporating is also a generally very NEVADA CORPORATIONS, CORPORATE NOMIC DISASTER (#4), PRIVACY INA FISH- 
tidy way to organize your business activi- RESIDENT AGENT SERVICES, TAX FREE BOWL(# 10),YOU CAN SLAYTHEDRAGON 
ties and get the best financial breaks, NEVADA RESIDENCY 86 PRIVATE MAIL (#16), AND THE NAKED PHOENIX (#17). 
wherever or however you choose to utilize SERVICES CALL CORPORATEADVISORS [See back page for ordering infodon]. 

A Time Of Sorting ... 
THE Time For KNOWING 

(Editor's note: The folloun'ng magnifi- Ascension. A s  the brothers of thy Cos- 
cent writing has been extracted frompages mic fleets fill the spaces about thy Earth, 
32 through 36 of the beautiful little JOUR- we know that thi+is the time when man, 
NAL # 7 called THE RAINBOW MASTERS. looking up at starlit night, shall begin to 
We allget enough caught up in the day-to- see and understand and the great 'know- 
day unfolding of this "play" that The ing" shall enter into his heart. We are 
Larger Pic ture  is easily overlooked or there, friends, we are all here awaiting 
forgotten, especially when that ornery the commencement. The evil ones cower 
rascal, the Adversary, appears to be hav- for they know it is all but finished, but 
ing one heluva party on this planet right they shall go most formidably-but they, 
now. too, must serve in the time of cleansing 

Yet, as the sparkling energy, Archan- and sorting for ones must be 'caused" 
gel Michael, quickly points out, "The evil to choose. Amen and Amen. 
ones cower for they know it is all but 
jinished; but theu shall qo most formida- THE DAY OF THE GREAT 
& - but they, too, must serve in  the time TELLING 
of cleansing and sorting, for ones must be 
kaused' to choose. " The Day of the Great 'Telling" that 

As you read this writing and become has been prophesied now becomes im- 
revitalized by the breathtaking perspec- minent when your affairs shall become 
tive that Archangel Michael is herein shar- more chaotic. You mu st now avail 
ing, keep foremost in mind the question he yourselves of your full armor, for the 
rheton'cally asks for your meditation, time of Lighted Protection is a t  hand. Do 
'What is thepurpose of the schoolroom of not fear the brilliance of the armor for it 
Earth?" T h e  answer is as wonderow shall also serve as passport into the 
and warm as the universes am spa- higher places-your shield. Man must 
cious and full of Cmatot 's  Lighted also know you that he might have a place 
Ideas. Read on and enjoy4 to seek his shelter. 

The twenty-four elders are awaiting 
9/26/89 #3 ARCHANGEL MICHAEL you, and the Father speaks of you as  is 

beloved sons in whom He is rejoicing for 
AVA R A M  SHEOI-GREETINGS, BE- service well done. AVE ELOI! 

LOVED ONES, MICHAEL IN THY PRES- You are now approaching a time when 
ENCE. it is of vast importance that you speak 

Oh, if you could but know the glory out so that many souls might be lifted in 
that exceeds Creation's Light as the heav- their final stage of development. Shortly, 
ens rejoice at this time of wondrous all secrets shall be revealed in theLight 

the new day when nothing can stand 
that is hidden, nothing that is dark shall 
not be exposed to the Light. It must be 
done in such a way that man, who has 
become cynical and superstitious, shall 
be guided within rather than turned 
away. Some of the secret myths will 
wither and fall to decay; others shall 
spring forth in response to the new en- 
ergy but all shall be set to Truth. 

Man has attained a summit of his 
creation upon Earth. It has served its 
age-long purpose, and now he stands 
atop a mountain. Man on Earth does not 
even recognize his circumstance nor his 
gifts. Listen most carefully during these 
most stressful times that you discern the 
Black Dragon bellows from the Light and 
voice of the Angels. The Dragon is as 
your Mockingbird who mimics the calls 
of Truth to bring upon you destruction. 

There shall come a great and blinding 
Light and a crash of the thunders through 
the heavens. Then man shall be naked 
before his Creator and man will krunu, for 
all of history has only been lived and 
written that man may then know. Man has 
scaled the heights and depth of his experi- 
ence on Earth to attain this position of 
knowledge and wisdom. Out of the rum- 
blings and dust of the past he will hear his 
own voice which will command him. Some 
day soon, after the 'Great Telling", a mul- 
titude shallwitness and hear thevoice that 
speaks to them, the voice that swell8 as a 
thousand voices, yet only one, that skys, 
'Come home, Earth, come home". 
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COVENANT OF THE BOW Earth Mother; for over the entire world a are only the forms in which our Father 
golden glow shall manifest itself, and Creator forms His Words. They are .His 

From this sphere of life is now ema- when it lifts, those who remain will know Words that were spoken in the beginning 
nating a golden mist that shall enclose truly that they are their brother's keeper. that there should be Light and there 
your world even as from this sphere for This message will come to the selected should be substance. They are but His 
countless millions of years your world scribes that each one's traditional leg- Words, and some shall disintegrate in 
has  been enclosed in the golden radiance ends will finally blend in perfect har- thought-that which was only thought 
that has brought it heat and light, which mony and all song will be as one voice in the beginning. 
is symbolic of the Father's Divine Love and one language-unspoken but wholly Some day, in thy contemplatable fu- 
and Divine Wisdom. That heat and light understood. ture, you shall iook upon a great purple 
is to warm man's physical being and to This is our mission, for it will not be plain ahead, a golden light that draws 
give him the flame of spiritual Life. For long when this sphere itself is no longer you to it by its heat and warmth. Imag- 
it is the affinity between this sphere a n d  of use. This is always the work of those ine what awaits those of Earth who have 
yours that makes for life and makes it who live in the very centre of their solar proved themselves to be His children- 
possible for you to search for Truth. system, and under the golden corona of for the soul is endless, dear friends. 

Now from this sphere the ones with light. Man has always looked to this They shall not want for Truth. For lo, 
the Golden Helmets of the Commands of great orb for his very life, and rightly so these many centuries our Father has 
Light, your cosmic and galactic rela- that he should so do. heard the words of the sincere call from 
tions, have gathered as the gathering of Earth-the petition is now to gain re- 
the Eagles. This gathering is in response THE CHORD SHALL BE STRUCK sponse in its glorious fullness. 
to the covenant of our Infinite Father, It shall be on Earth as it is in Heaven. 
the covenant of the bow in the sky. There is a new chord (actually old, but Man shall no longer want for anything. 

There shall shortly come into thy at- you have forgotten), that is most real. He shall shortly take his place within the 
tention a bow stretched across thy heav- But it shall cause man to be enthused God places as a son of God for thy inher- 
ens  such as Earth-man has never seen that he would even seek to themselves to itance has been held in truth for your 
before in all his memory, for the transla- apply feather and wax to develop wings acceptance. Ye will behold that which is 
tion of a planet comes but once from with which they might fly up to that great beyond thy imaginings in thy present 
third to fourth perception-but once. music. Ah, and 'tis a tender tale of the state. 
There are other progressions but each is youth who would fly to his freedom with Even as you go about your mundane 
only once! The bow across the sky shall waxen wings. Yet he flew too close and activities of the day, search those deep 
be magnificent in color and will emanate without discernment and his waxen places of your heartplace. Realize that 
musical sounds that shall come to the wings melted. He had thought that to this is the time we have been awaiting. 
ear of all men, and they shall know a reach the Golden Sun he might learn all The Great Master Teacher will close of 
calling; they shall know a love; they shall the mysteries of mysteries-for you see, the circle and again come forth upon this 
know a duty-and they must be pre- those of your ancient ancestors under- place of Earth. We all await with great 
pared unto that day, chelas of the words stood the importance of that wondrous joy for you to come into your knowledge 
ofTruth-man must be prepared by these source of light-they did not believe the as the Truth goes forth upon the lands. 
words brought forth for such purpose. orb was but heat and flames; they un- 

From this bow of beauty, this bow of derstood it to be the centre and life of this THE CREATION CALLED 
duty that calls to its own, it shall first System. EVER-NESS 
appear as a great violet radiance over the Ah, but now that body is in great age, 
entire world. Thy brothers in the heav- as celestial bodies do age in the se- Above all, The Creation IS-the 
ens also await this moment of commence- quence of universal movement, that ones Omniverse-the whole of The Creation is 
ment. In ages past these ones have only might change their stations and progress above ALL. There is the PERFECT ONE, 
appeared to Earth in avery few cases on and move ever onward in the journey THE INFINITE FATHER, THE ALL CRE- 
very special errands for the Infinite Cre- back into Creator. Just  a s  we know no ATOR AND BEYOND IS THE CREATION, 
ator. They, WE of the Golden Helmets, time nor space, we are, however, con- HIS MANIFESTED SELF. 
will be known to you as the Archangels nected inseparably from you of mani- What is behind the plan now unfold- 
by title; we are the mentors of the angelic fested format and thus we must count ing upon the Earth? There IS a greater 
messengers from these realms. Some "time" as do you. This old sun has now plan beyond, even beyond the migration 
special ones are already serving among existed for over fifteen hundred billions from this Solar System, as we gave you 
you in various specific duty. Be gentle of years. It will exist its allotted time and before, and the answer to that is that we 
for they differ and some are pulled from then it will explode as a star explodes- are being called from out of the depths of 
their pathway for they function most but again, the end is only the beginning, night in space to serve those who cry out 
poorly in thy density and to them, all for it has served u s  well and we all march unto us. 
ones are blessed and seem to bear no onward. Humanity and we within this What is the purpose of the school- 
evil. Ones are sent along as guardians System will march on to other portions of room of Earth? What means all the 
but sometirrres those ones, too, are fooled the Father's realms, for they are infinite. tears, sorrow, death, misery, and an- 
by the clever ways of the Dark Brothers. guish? You must develop and learn, yes, 
Ah, you thought it would be your *space THOUGHT but what of the Greater Plan? Would it 
cadets" of which I speak-no, for this only be that the world would become a 
document will be regarding the Cohans This orb, however, shall not end until dust of ashes from an  atomic holocaust? 
of the Etheric Rays and the Angelic Broth- the Millennium is  well passed, when Nay. The lesson to be learned is that 
erhoad who stand to serve of thee. once again the Forces of Darkness are Spirit (soul) may come to know itself, 

We now come forth, dear ones, for the released. Then shall the end come and that man might be freed from the blight 
final gathering of the golden chariots this System disintegrateth in thought. of the great lie of evil and grow into his 
when they shall gather to subdue the FOR IT ALL IS ONLY THOUGHT! All whole-ness. 
last remains of the darkness upon this celestial bodies, whether star or world, The Earth is a school for wondrous 
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fragments of the Father. It is so written the hiding places of darkness. long and hard through the march of 
that the harvest is great but the laborers Man claims to fear the darkness! No, time-together. We shall again endure- 
few. Well, in relative comparison the this is not true-man is afraid of Light. oh yes, we shall. 
harvest is great according to the labor- Light brings forth. all his self-inflicted Go, Dharma, and take rest for it has 
ers, but from the total of Earth's popula- wounds for viewing and he prefers to been a long day of work and stress. 
tion, the Harvest is small indeed. It has hide that he might not be noticed for his I shield you with the Blue Light of 
taken years-millions and millions of deeds. No, it takes courage to go forth Peace that you ones shall come into the 
years-since man has been upon Earth into the Light. Jus t  as you lookupon thy calm sea and renew, for the path is yet 
to bring about this one small concen- physical self and would make of the long and drearysome. AVE! AU DA PA1 
trated drop of life to evolve in the crucible change-how do you know you are not DA CUM-GOD'S PEACE BE THY CLOAK 
of time. the perfection of God? Ye choose to set WITHIN HIS WINGS OF GOLDEN DOWN. 

EARTH IS SPECIAL thy standards by fools in physical cloth. REST THY HEAD UPON THAT BREAST 
So be it. THAT YOU KNOW THY SOURCE. SO BE 

Here is where Dharma will cringe for Ye ones of this group have walked IT, AHO. I AM MICHAEL 
what I will say represents blasphemy to 
the multitudes who have been victims of 
the great lie. 

The Earth i s  a classroom for 
GODHOOD-to raise the God fragments in 
stature to again be one with that Source. 
The Earth is the finely tuned instrument 
for the lessons-not Mars, nor Venus, nor 
Jupiter, nor magnificent Saturn, nor spiri- 
tual Neptune, Pluto nor Mercury-not even 
the wondrous Sun or its many bodies. The 

The Glorious 
Truth Unfolds 

lotus rises from the slime olf earth. And 
now, brothers, there is a single bloom, so to (Continued from page 1) 
speak, opening from the muck and shortly 
HE will reach forth and pluck it to take it 
home again. WE HAVE ALL COME FORTH rious shape again. I would strongly re- WOULD AWAITTHEIR MOMENT OF SUR- 
TO BRING YOU HOME! mind Mr. Green of Commander Hatonn's MISED OPPORTUNITY AND THEN TRY 

recent cautionary words to him, that TO SLAY YOU. SO, THE ENEMY WAS 
TRANSMUTATION PREPARATION "When you declare war  on God and the CLOSER WITHIN THAN YOU IMAG- 

Hosts, you havepicked a most formidable INED-WHAT CHANGE ISTHERE IN SIM- 
Therefore, you and your fellow-men foe to reckon with!" One would think that PLY KNOWING WHO THEY ARE? THlS 

are being conditioned for a great trans- some words to the wise would have been GIVES YOU OPPORTUNITY TO NOW 
mutation-all who will come into the sufficient. TAKE ACTIONS WHICH WOULD HAVE 
Light. Then we can march on to other On page 25 w e  are presenting a most BEEN INAPPROPRIATE EVEN ON THE 
worlds and universes that cry out for uplifh'ng writing having to do with these YESTERDAY. 
help. You who think you cease your "end times" of this Great Cycle. I would Readers must be informed as to that 
work by graduation ceremonies must &st take a moment to quote, from the which is going on-NOW-not next week, 
think again-your work will only have Introduction to that writing, the following not next month-NOW. 
begun. You are now being prepared for words of wisdom before you read Com- George Green is a Member of the 
other atmospheres.and other dimensional manderHatonn's remarks below: "...know Board of Directors of the "Institute" and 
formats-some are now making those that this i s  the time when man ... shall alsoisownerofAmericaWestPublishers 
transitions regularly. You will now be begin to see and understand and the and, I assume, America West Distribu- 
entering the dimension of total under- great 'knowing' shall enter into his tors (Desirek Green). 
standing. Accept that which the Father heart .... The evil ones cower for they The crew here at  this location are in a 
has for you. You will be leaving behind know it i s  all butfinished, but they shaZl quandary as to what steps to next take. 
the density of travails of the old third go most formidably - but they, too, Well, I suppose tit for tat, chelas. Per- 
dimension. must serve in the time of cleansing and haps it is time to have a FULL investiga- 

The physical, as it is developed, is sorting for ones must be 'caused' to tion of the operations of America West 
only to serve for a brief time but within is choose. ") (both). Much of the Institute's working 
the greatest period of learning. It ap- funds have gone to give America West 
pears that ye are but tiny sparks, ah, but 2/8/93 # 1 HATONN the opportunity to publish and remain in 
you are most wondrous. For, as a tiny active business-even to assist them in 
candle flame, we shall burst forth into an LET'S JUST OUIT! the printing of Dr. Coleman's book which 
area that has never before known Light I see is now the lead publication in their 
such as this and we shall bring Light, Hatonn present in the Light of the Catalog. Almost all of the books carried 
even as the workers brought to ancient Radiant ONE! In service, unchanged, by their company are not that which I 
Egypt, the Light-the one Light of Aton, unbended and so, likewise, shall be my sanction and therefore came the great 
through Akhenaton (yes, chela, ye shall team. If any of you, including Readers, need to depart this location in order to b 
again prevail). The people had never thought you would have no assaults, hidden in publications. 
seen it before. Some it blinded, for it was that everyone would awaken and grow It has been LONG since much interest 
too bright. They did not, just as today, thornless roses and eat lemon PIE in- or focus has been on our JOURNALS 
understand because of its blinding light. stead of chew the bitter rind-WRONG! I except as a focus to cause ones t@ believe 
It was a thing to be feared and shunned HAVE TOLD YOU FROM ONSET THAT that George Green is Hatonn or % ~ E A K S  
and many fell again into the comfort of YOU HAD ENEMIES WITHIN WHO FOR Hatonn and now, other3 Uf the 
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'Command". This is not true and most Board of Directors and is in great liabil- established. The rift, of course, came a t  
of the projections from America West are ity for directly damaging his own respon- the time that Greens chose to move to 
totally and incredibly false in ALL pre- sibility by such tactics? His response to Nevada and began to set up businesses 
sentations. They do carry some authors' the attorney (forme'rly his own) was he already established by our crew. 
works which I have requested and those would make 'no comment" and it "is I have always welcomed competition- 
are, of course, those of Col. James Gritz, none of your business"! I do not sanction deceit or lies about 
Eustace Mullins and a selection of books America West has received large sums same. It is quite interesting enough to 
which are recommended in the JOUR- of money for the publishing of the JOUR- reach out in my name-it is  quite an- 
NALS. All of the UFO books they have in NALS and other publications as well. other to CLAIM ME A S  HIS OWN. 
stock are total fabrication or partial fab- This is a valid note as are all transac- I would be unworthy of MY FATHER'S 
rication to give "ooomph" to the con- tions and "loans" to any entity, such as mission if I allowed this to go on another 
tents. to insure publication of the LIBERATOR. ten minutes. Further, I would be unwor- 

I s  this wrong for a Distributor to carry No one made judgment as to that which thy of your attention in any manner 
a variety of material? NO-they should Mr. Green would publish but the collat- whatsoever. The adversary, guided by 
do so and as a business, they MUST or eral for the note IS THE INVENTORY OF gold and money, will effort EVERY TIME 
lose all credibility. Aowever, to take our JOURNALS. Mr. Green now refuses to TO DECEIVE YOU. If Col. Gritz thought 
work and NOW claim that Mr. Green is allow any to be sent even to the LIBERA- he had 'Judas-goats" in his crew-boy, 
receiving FROM ME, HATONN, and that TOR which are paid for as by any other he should try my command ground crew 
I have left my original scribe in favor of Distributor such as America East. for a while. 
him is somewhat interesting a t  the least. He is further making pronouncements Well, you might ask, "How do we 
This is to be, somehow, I suppose, seem- to all phone call recipients that one after know which of you or if either of you are 
ingly alright to take the inventory of another named entities in this place- YOU?" It doesn't matter--check out 
JOURNALS, suppress them and now "are actually in my service". Meaning what I tell you from this keyboard against 
bind them-OK? It is not. George Green's. This is upsetting quite what Mr. Green is telling you in my 

Mr. Green is calling all known partici- a few people in this location and we have name. There are documents to back up 
pants in the "Institute" and, Readers, no input as to others elsewhere. He is, every thing I tell you and HE IS LYING. 
you had best attend this-what you are however, in full steam ahead efforting to Further, he continues to tout things and 
being told about workers here and that destroy both the Institute and all of our pictures which I have told him are false 
the presentations are lies as regards work. He is preying on, specifically, an projections. Some of the E.T. UFO "stuff" 
litigations, the PLEIADES CONNECTION elderly and confused couple in this loca- is valid that he presents, but a lot is total 
series and other things-are NOTTRUTH. tion and is further efforting to cause fabrication and mock-up. 
Mr. Green is saying such things as "there participants and his phone call recipi- Did I contact him in the beginning or 
is no litigation over Ekkers' property- ents to call this poor man whose wife is is the whole thing alie? Yes I DID and no 
that is to gain sympathy and money." an invalid. I s  this Godly? I thought not it is not all a fabrication. TRUTH WAS IN 
The sheriffs are in conference at this either. Much less to state it's being done HIS HANDS AS A GIFT FOR THE TAK- 
moment of writing trying to verify the at  the direction of Hatonn "who left ING--HE HAS CAST IT ASIDE IN THE 
bankruptcy numbers on Mr. Ekker's Tehachapi with Desiree and me and now CHOOSING OF WHAT HE PERCEIVES 
papers to shut down eviction RIGHT NOW speaks and instructs through me." SHALL BE FAME AND EGO GRATIFICA- 
AS WE WRITE. There have been hun- The Institute Board is meeting this TION AS WELL AS GARNER MONEY 
dreds of motions and court encounters morning to determine how best to handle FROM HIS NOW ACQUIRED, THROUGH 
with five set for this very week. He also this assault to prevent loss to any ones HIS CONNECTIONS WITH ME, NOTORI- 
says 'there is  no injunction against any who might panic and be caused to make ETY. 
books and I know ones at  the University foolish moves. Do not be misinformed- I have no wish to hurt anyone-but 
of Science and Philosophy and can easily ALL PARTICIPANTS KNEW THAT FUNDS usually when foolish and dark actions 
work out a settlement." If there is no WOULD BE UTILIZED FOR THINGS are taken which hurt the "many", it 
injunction then why would you 'work SUCH AS PUBLICATIONS, START-UP works out badly for the perpetrators of 
out a settlement"? If there is no injunc- PROJECTS, ETC. Everything is in good that deceitful action. 
tion then what is the 10 page document order, but as with any bank, lending Will this hurt us? Nope-it will only 
signed by aFederal Judge stating same- resource or entity of any kind-if all cause Truth to be seen in its beauty of 
on MNE BOOKS? "WHO" MIGHT BE panic and demand withdrawal and sell- Light. Does it hurt my people? Only in 
SPEAKING FALSELY? DO YOU WISH TO ing of the gold in collateral-what will the moment of attack. Of course it hurts, 
BELIEVE THAT 'I*, HATONN, SPEAK happen is  a major loss to all and bank- for instance, the Ekkers-for these ac- 
THROUGH THE FALSE LIPS OF ONE ruptcy of the corporation which will then tions have been deliberate which can put 
WHO IS CAUGHT IN SUCH PRESENTA- give great loss to everyone involved. This Dharma in a Federal Prison for Green's 
TIONS? Board has to consider filing papers for deliberate contempt of court-OR, 

Well, is Mr. Green HELPING ones who allowance of receivership today to block COULD IT HAVE BEEN ARRANGED DE- 
may question the "Institute"? Why would Mr. Green. Mr. Green will be called to LIBERATELY WITH THOSE OTHER PAR- 
anyone being a participant NOT SIMPLY answer to this Board for grievous actions TIES TO DO JUST THAT? So be it-the 
CALL THE INSTITUTE FOR CLARIFICA- with intent to damage participants. Fur- 'Shadow" knows and so does GOD! 
TION? Why would Mr. Green now be ther, as judicious corporate directors- I warned the Greens that when '. . .you 
calling ones and telling them to check action must, by law, be taken immedi- declare war against God and HIS Hosts- 
with John Schroepfer for verification of ately. you have taken on a very, very substan- 
"my (Green's) story because he was up Since the loans to America West are tial enemyl* So be it! Will he be able 
here in meeting with me"? There are justly and lawfully served from the Insti- thusly to suppress the WORD or dis- 
several Board Members of the Institute tute, then action for recovery shall have credit it? Only to those who do not wish 
with whom ones can speak. to be taken by this same Board. it in the first place. God's people will 

Could it be that Mr. Green forgets he What is America West doing? Trying only realize more clearly the intent and 
is also a bonafide member of that same to pull down all th'e work gained and purpose of the adversary in full-blown 
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action. I respect my enemies-for they God would never bring falseness to "friend"? So be it. If one speaks badly 
keep me alert and ever watchful-it is a pull you away into confusion-so in your about that which he helped conceive and 
good lesson for ALL to learn. discernment of that which IS, I suggest build-WHO MIGHT BE NOW FULL OF 

For you who may be in panic-why you look unto Truth in verification before OTHER INTENTIONS? WOULD THAT 
would you be so? You either thought you taking foolish actions in haste-burning REFLECTION OF "CONTROL" IN DE- 
were acting judiciously and in giving bridges which shall cut you off from the SIRE ACTUALLY REST IN THE MIRROR 
unto the hopeful restoration of your N a -  very journey into "the promised land". OF THE ONE DRAWN AWAY? BE CARE- 
tion under God-or you were acting in Remember, even old "Moses" didn't make FUL, LITTLE FRIENDS, IN THE TIME OF 
greed to hold your "things" and "stuff". it over that river! Ah indeed, the time of SORTING--THESECONCEPTSAREVERY, 
You will not suffer loss of either-but it sorting is at hand-on which side of the VERY IMPORTANT TO SELF AND JOUR- 
does give you reason to do a bit of choos- door-step threshold will you be? Over NEY. HOLD THE COURSE AND, AT 
ing of direction. This is only the major "there" with all your "things" or over WORST, NOTHING CHANGES-TEAR UP 
beginning of the next and glorious phase "here" with wondrous abundance THE TRACKS AND THE TRAIN CANNOT 
of our mission-THE SORTING AWAY OF through the Lighted promise? A s  al- BUT CRASH! PONDER IT CAREFULLY. 
THE ADVERSARY HAD TO BE FIRST ways, as the next door is presented-the Secretary, close this please and de- 
ACCOMPLISHED BEFORE WE COULD discernments and judgments must be liver to Dr. Young. I remind you-God 
MOVE ON. THIS ONLY INDICATESTHAT made from within and THEN, ONLY and Hosts are OPEN and nothing shall 
GOD'S PLAN IS NOW IN FULL STEAM THEN, is the door opened unto you. The be hidden in secret deceitful manners- 
AHEAD AS HE SEPARATES THE WHEAT false visions will usually be presented in even if it requires Readers to have to 
FROM THE CHAFF. STAY THE COURSE, the form of "security", "doubts", "but wade through that which they consider 
BROTHERS, FOR THE SHIP IS MOVING what ifs"-for the ignorant who FEAR "domestic" issues. If there is to be a 
INTO THIRD GEAR AND FULL STEAM and never would part with "things" save "voice" IT SHALL BE A VOICE-not a 
AHEAD. GOD SHALL NOT LEAVE OF to have "guaranteed" gain. If a man sets hidden, secretive work of deceit in the 
HIS PEOPLE-THE VERY BEST IN ALL forth determined to Ulose" so shall he be darkness and whispers. George Green 
MANNERS OF RETURN ARE NOW IN given his losses so that he/she can con- knew exactly WHO to choose for his dirty 
VIEW. THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO tinue to blame all others than self, for work and the rest of you had best look 
STAY THE COURSE A N 3  REAP THE their own misery and maladjustments. very carefully at that deed. 
ABUNDANCE-FROM SECURITY TO What are you going to do with "all your BY THE WAY, AS ISTHE FULL POLICY 
SEEING A PEOPLE AND NATION GROW things" when the government gets OF THIS PAPER-AMERICA WEST AND 
AGAIN INTO GLORY. I SALUTE YOU throughwith you? These same oneswho GEORGE AND DESIREE GREEN ARE 
WHO SERVE WITH ME. tell you that you will lose-also tout that HEREBY OFFERED FULL-SPREAD, 

I apologize to readers who have no the government is coming to get "it all"! FIRST PAGE REBUTTAL TO ALL AND 
interest in this matter, for taking the Who do they serve? You had best look ANY STATEMENTS MADE HEREIN. WE 
time and space for such writings-BUT, again! What has GOD ever taken from SHALL OFFER FIRST PAGE COVERAGE 
this is our voice for communication you?? OH?? Better look again at  THAT TO ANY SUCH REBUTTAL. INTHE MEAN- 
among our ground crews and you who do also! Note that Mr. Green is going only to WHILE, WE SHALL RETURN TO OUR 
not yet realize that can perhaps appreci- those ones who are already filled with WORK FOR THERE IS MUCH TO BE 
ate this as the ONLY way we can clearly doubts and those who thought him "the PLANNED FOR THE GROWTH A N D  
speak and share. The LIBERATOR is greatest" at upstart. Is this a valid GLORY AT HAND. SALU. 
destined to be a voice totally for the 
people, by the people and of the people- 
but we have to lay the "tracks" or the 
train can go nowhere! So be it. 

Greens asked me, when they left this 
location, "Can't we serve over there as 
well?" I answered "yes" you "can" but 
you "won't" for "it will be all but impos- 
sible to do so!" Also, Desiree said at  last 
meeting with Dharma-"Are you mad at  
me for leaving? I don't really want .to go 
but George has made up his mind to go. 
Will we be able to come back?" (333) 
What does this tell you ones about the 
importance of our mission here? If ye 
allow yourselves to be vulnerable-you 
shall be "had". Hold to the hand of "the 
MAN" and you shall be shown the way. It 
is the time of THE RETURN and the way 
shall be made ready by the Hosts sent 
afore that day. It has always been thus 
and so shall it continue TO BE! Beware 
of those claiming to be something that 
they are not and using false statements 
to tempt you into believing their presen- 
tations-for they shall cause you to fall 
by their lies and deceit. There is no 
"easy" way to glory-only a "simple" 
way. 

J kFdVI dl will probabIy 
oppose on taws, 
health care, w ~ t v  
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young leaves. Although modern medical 
research focuses mainly on the leaves of Gaia Resources Ginkgo,theGinkgofi-uitsandnutshavebeen 
used in China since time immemorial as a 
delicacy and tonic food. Ancient Chinese 
texts record Ginkgo's use as a medicinal 
agent as far back as five thousand years ago. New Products The Ginkgo Biloba extract is a complex 
compound. The green leaves of the tree are 
usually harvested from trees grown on plan- 
tations in South Korea, Japan and France. 

Ginkgo is reported to have a natural gi- 
GAUUYDRIANA One areaofAging Research suggests that ity for the nervous system. It also seems to 

free radicals damage body cells and cause the stimulate the vascular and endocrine sys- 
Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health pathological changes associated with aging. tems that, in turn, strongly affect the function 

tonic which provides basic "foods" to help Besides being byproducts of the metabolism of the nervous system, possibly increasing 
cells, weakened by the stresses of modern of oxygen, such as during strenuous exer- the capacity for normal physical activity, and 
life, to return to a state of health. cise, we also generate simcant levels of free the flow of blood to the brain. Some research 

The better our cells function, the greater is radicals from the environment, such as from indicates the possible effectiveness of Ginkgo 
the stamina returned to our internal defense so-called "background" levels of ionizing ra- in the treatment of Akheimer's disease. 
systems, and the better we can counter the diation. Due to its pharmacological properties, 
constant onslaught of biological and viral Cooperative defense systems that can Ginkgo is now widely used throughout Eu- 
invaders. The end result is a feeling of well- protect the body from free radical damage rope for treating many forms of vascular 
being by, of course, being well! include certain enzymes and the antioxidant disease. In a survey of packaging information 

The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to vitamins A, C, and E and beta-carotene, of European products, Ginkgo has been rec- 
as "chondriana" in the Biological literature) which protect cell membranes from oxidative ommended for such ailments as headaches, 
are capable of intellgent, organized attack damage. Vitamin E, one of the fat-soluble vertigo, inner-ear disturbances, diminished 
against cellular invaders like viruses. Think vitamins, is present in the blood as d-alpha- intellectual capacity and alertness as a result 
of it as a "pac-man" operation of sorts. tocopherol and is well accepted as the major of insufficient circulation to the brain, &- 
However, beyond that, the Gaiandriana are antioxidant in lipid body tissues. Vitamin E ety, and depression, to name a few. 
capable of stimulating cellular structural is considered the first line of defense against Ginkgo Biloba Extract (24%) is concen- 
repairs due to damage caused by, for in- cell-membrane damage due to peroxidation. tmted from the leaves of the Ginkgo Biloba 
stance, free radicals and cumulative levels of Vitamin E scavenges free radicals, terminat- tree. The highly specialized extraction pro- 
so-called "background" radiation in our ing chain reactions and c o n W g  damage to cessyields a 50: 1 concentrate from the leaves 
modern environment. Healthy DNA and RNA limited areas of the membrane. Selenium (50 grams of leaf produce 1 gram of extract). 
within the nuclei of our cells then lead to contained in the enzyme glytathione peroxi- The extract is then further standardized to 
properly formed and concentrated enzymes, dase is the second line of defense that de- contain 24% of the active Ginkgo 
upon which healthy cellular function de- stroys peroxides before they can damage cell Flavoglycosides. 
pends. membranes. Beta-carotene, a precursor of 

Gaiandriana liquid is made entirely from Vitamin A, also traps free radicals. Vitamin MO-GU ELMXR 
wholesome natural ingredients. C is water soluble and serves to neutralize 

free radicals in aqueous systems. The first recorded use of Mo-Gu Eljxir was 
A-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT FORMULA The antioxidants show promise as can- during the ChineseTsin-Dynasty in 22 1 B.C. 

cer-prevention agents, alone and in combi- It was referred to as " The Remedy forhnmor- 
There is growing evidence that essentially nation. t a w  or " The Divine Tsche". 

everyone in our society is exposed to free It has been well documented that there 
radicals, now more than ever. While free GINKGO BIM)BA are certain people who live to be well past a 
radicals are normal products of our cells and (Ginkgo Biloba extract 24%) hundred years of age. These people live in 
have certain beneficial roles in the body, such areas as the mountainous Caucasus, 
increased levels of free radicals in our body The Ginkgo Biloba, or Maidenhair tree, is Yakutia in Siberia, the Poltaya District of the 
tissues can be detrimental to our health. Free one of the oldest living species on this planet. Ukraine, Tibet and Spain. There is an area in 
radicals are highly unstable substances pro- Ginkgo has flourished almost unchanged for Russia called Kargasok where the people are 
duced in the body through, among other 150 million years, and its ancestors can be adairy- andvegetable-eatingpopulace. Cen- 
routes, the metabolism of oxygen. Free radi- traced back 250 million years. It is because tenarians are common among these people. 
cals multiply through a series of chain reac- ofthis antiquity that the Ginkgo Bilobatree is They attribute their longevity to the Yeast 
tions and can attack the polyunsaturated called " the living fossil". Individual trees are Enzyme Tea (Mo-Gu Elixir) which has been in 
fatty acids of cell membranes. Unless excess believed capable of living 2000 to 4000 years. their diet for hundreds ofyears. It is said that 
free radicals are neutralized, they can cause During the last ice age, Gmkgos nearly be- Mo-Gu and yak butter are staples among the 
considerable damage to the structure m d  came extinct. These trees survived only in dwellers of the high Himalayas. 
function of cell membranes, and thus the China and other parts of Asia, where they Mo-Gu has beenused throughout history 
cells themselves. The products from free stayed until approximately 1,000 years ago. in China, Japan, Russia, Korea, and India It 
radical reactions are implicated in the pro- At that time, Ginkgo trees were also planted has been said to promote a feeling of well- 
gressive accumulation of deleterious cellular around monastaries in Japan, where they being and overall physical restoration. It has 
changes over time, which may eventually still live today. been known by many names, some of which 
result in recognizable disease. Free radical The name C;t'nhgo may come from the are: Fungus Japonicus, Fungojapon 
damage is implicated in the initiation and Chinese Sanlcyoor Y i b  (Yin Guo), mean- Kombucha, Pichia Fermentans, Cembuya 
promotion of many cancers, as well as hard- ing "hill apricot" or "silver fruit". The word Orientalis, Combuchu Tschambucco, Volga- 
ening of the arteries. WobQ means "two lobes" and describes the Spring, Champignon de Longue Vie, 
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Teekwass, Kwassan, and Kargasok. 
The Mo-Gu fungus constructs in a mem- 

brane form andis a symbiosis of yeast cells 
and different bacteria. Among these bacte- 
ria are: Bacterium Xylinum, Bacterium 
Gluconicum, Acetobacter Ketogenum, and 
Pichia Fermentans. 

The Mo-Gu fungus needs to live in a 
solution composed of common (black) tea 
and sugar. In the proper temperature 
environment they multiply constantly. They 
do not build spores as yeast normally does, 
but instead multiply by a process of branch- 
ing. 

CHLORELLA 

Chlorella is a single-celled, fresh-water 
algae. Believed to be the first form of life with 
a true nucleus, chlorella dates back approxi- 
mately 2.5 billion years, making it pre-Cam- 
brim Through the process of photosynthe- 
sis chlorella cells reproduce themselves by 
cell division at the rate of four new cells every 
17-24 hours. It was not until the 1890s that 
chlorella was identified under the micro- 
scope. In naming it, the prefix chlor was 
selected to signify green, while the suffix ella, 
indicates small. Chlorella is the most re- 
searched algae in the world and remains the 
most popular with millions of consumers 
world-wide. 

ChZorella is a nutritionally balanced 
whole food and contributes to the health and 
growth of human cells like no single vitamin 
or mineral possibly can. 

Chlarella is encbemely high in protein 
(60%) and contains more than 20 vitamins 
and minerals, 19 of the 22 essentialand non- 
essential amino acids, enzymes and chlorella 
growth factor. It is one of the richest sources 
of RNA and DNA known and has twenty times 
as much chlorophyll as alfalfa, 10 times more 
than other edible algae including spirulina, 
and 10 times more than barley grass. 

Chlorella is a natural vitality en- 
hancer. The vitamins found in chlorella 
cells include: Vitamin C, provitamin A, 
B-carotene, chlorophyll a ,  chlorophyll b, 
thiamine (B I), riboflavin (B2), pyridox- 
ine (B6), niacin (B3), pantothenic acid, 
folic acid, vitamin B- 12, biotin, choline, 
vitamin K, PABA, lipoic acid, inositol and 
para-aminobenzoic acid. The minerals 
include: phosphorus, potassium, io- 
dine, magnesium, sulphur, iron, calcium, 
manganese, copper, zinc and cobalt. 

The amino acids include: lysine, his- 
tidine, arginine, aspartic acid, threoinine, 
serine, glutamic acid, proline, glycine, 
alanine, cystine, valine, methionine, iso- 
leucine, leucine, tyrsine, phenylalanine, 
ornithine, tryptophan. 

The suggested daily consumption is 3 
grams per day. 

(Editor's note: Please see separate 
insert page for ordering information.) 
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Tapes, Transcriptions Videos 

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written 
transcriptions of some taped topics, 7 t f E  WORD also offers other tapes and 
videos on selected topics. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two 
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The 
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign 
countries add 60.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and 
transcription prices. 

Please send check or money order to: 7 X E  WORD, P.O. Box 61 94, 
Tehachapi, CA 93582 or  call 805-822-41 76 if you have questions or you 
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send 
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify 
you as your balance reaches zero. 

Special Ordertapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since 
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written 
transcriptions are noted by #. 

The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes 
in bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 

2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4); 
3/2 1 /92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3); 
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community 
Church; 
4/13/92(1) #"What is a SemiteT'; 
4/17/92(1) # 'Who Were the First 
Christians?' 
4/2 5/92(2)* # "The Photon Belt"; 
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots and 
The Bigger Plan"; 
5/2/92(3); 
5/8/92(2) radio talk show; 
5/9/92(4); 
5/11/92(3) * "Silent Weapons For 
Quiet Wars"; 
5/13/92(3) meeting with European 
visitors over lunch; 
S/l6/92(3); 5/2 3/92(2); 
5/30/92(3)* ''The Divine Plan and 
Places In Between" tapes 1-3; 
6/1/92(3); 6/4/92 (2); 6/6/92(4); 
6/13/92(3); 6/2 1 /92(3); 6/27/92(2); 
6/2 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt 
Lake City, UT; 
6/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and 
Places In Between" tapes 4-6; 
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
7/12/92(3); 

7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
7/26/92(3); 
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
8/8/92(2); 
8/3 1 /92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters; 
9/5/92(2); 
9/12/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
1 0/4/92(3); 1 0/10/92(2); 
1 0/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK; 
1 0/24/92(2); 
1 1 / I  /92(2); 
1 1 /1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico; 

. I 1  /8/92(2);11/14/92(3);11/22/92(2); 
1 1/25/92(1) radio program, Gallup, NM; 
1 1 /2 9/92(2); 
1 2/6/92(2); 
1 2/6/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-I; 
1 2/7/92 ( 1 ) Cosmos Patriot Croup-11; 
1 2/12/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-111; 
12/13/92(2); 12/20/92(2); 
1 2/3 1 /92(1)* Constitutional Law Center; 
1 /2/93(2); 
1 /14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired 
Police Officer Jack McLamb; 
1 /16/93(2); 1 /23/93(3); 1 /30/93(2); 
2/6/93(1); 
SPECIAL AUDIO: 8/16/92(3)*, Col. James "Bow 
Critz citizens' patriot rally speech in Tehachapi; 
SPECIAL VIDEO: 8/16/92, Tehachapi Citizens* 
Rally featuring Col. James "Bow Critz, $1 2; 

mf WORZ) NOW ACCEPTS SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO: Steven Vaus- WEMUST 
VISA, DISCOVER OR TAKE AMERICA BACK" available for $5; 

MASTER CARD SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO: Brent Moorhead - "LEfS 
TAKE OUR NATION BACK" available for $5. 
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Please Help CLC! PHOENm JOURNALS LIST 

I 

2 

TION FOR INFORIIY[ATION ABOUT 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE AXY JOURNALS OR BOOKS 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 

MENTIONED I10 THIS NEWS- 

18. BLOOD AND ASHES PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT: 

19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC. 
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED 2810 W. Charleston Blvd. Suite G6723 
UNIVERSE Las Vegaq Nevada 89102 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 1-800-800-5565 
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- (Mastercard, VISA, Discover) 
ENTH SEAL 

Dear Readers, THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. N 
The Constitutional Law Center CALLED THE PHOENIX JOUR- 47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 

wishes to thank all of YOU for your N m  HAVE BEEN WR-N VOL. I 
support and prayers. It i s  because - 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
of your dedication toward preserv- To AWARE OF MAN To DE- 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
ing the Constitutional rights of CEPTIONS AND OTHER CmCAL 50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
everyone that we continue to be- 51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1 
come increasingly effective. MATl"ERS To SURVIVAL AS A 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 

Currently, we are seeking ex- ARE $lo 53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 
perts in Constitutional Law, as EACH PLUS SHIPPING. 54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK 
well as other areas of law, to assist 55. MARCHING TO ZION 
u s  with the tremendous research SIPAPU ODYSSEY 56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 
that we must develop. This re- 2. AND THEY CALLED 57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 
search can be done in your area NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 2000, DMNE PLAN VOL.11 
and forwarded to u s  via fax or SANANDA 58. FROM THE FRYING 
mail. 3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE 

We are especially in need of the REMOVED 59. 'REALITYw ALSO HAS A 
legal knowledge of suspended, dis- 4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DRUM-BEAT! 
barred or retired attorneys and are DISASTER 
desirous of establishing contact 5. FROM HERE TO ARMGED- 

with those who a re  naturally DON EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL 
"drawn" to the study and practice 6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 

FEET FROM HELL EXPRESS VOLUMES I 86 I1 
of Constitutional (Common) Law. (BOOK) 

We urge you to contact u s  if you, 7.THERAINBOWMASTERS $15.00 

or someone you know, are avail- 9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS 

able to perform such research for 10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL EX 2. 

1 1. CRY OF THE PHOENIX EXPRESS VOLUMES I11 & N 
the Constitutional Law Center. 

12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE And again, we thank you for your PHOENIX 
(BOOK) $15.00 

tremendous support. 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL 

Sincerely, 13. SKELETONS IN THE EXPRESS VOLUMES V 8a VI 

Gene Dixon, Director CLOSET (BOOK) $15.00 

Constitutional Law Center 14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

%!01)AY'S WAfC9f 
PHONE LINE 
805-822-0202 

Announcing a service for 
our dedicated readers. 
Today's Watch phone 
line carries news and 
c o m m e n t s  
f r o m c o m m a n d e r  
Hatonn's writings. This 

. is our way of keeping 
you informed about  
breaking world events. 

The message machine 
will answer after 2 rings 
if there are any new mes- 
sages for that day, and 
after 4 rings if not. In 
that way daily callers can 
hang up after 2 rings and 
save toll charges if no 
new message has been 
recorded. The message 
update(s), if any, occur 
by 6 PM Pacific Time. 

25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 
PLANET--ZIONISM IS RACISM 
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11 

916-485-7901 . PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF EXPRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV 
THE PHOENIX (BOOK) $20.00 
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU- 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 
is published by 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR,Inc. 
2810 W Charleston Blvd. Ste. G6723 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 
Subscription orders may be placed by 
mail to the above address or by phone to 
1-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: 
$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada, 
Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 26 issues for 
$40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60 
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); 
$80 (CanadaIMexico); $1 10 (Foreign). 
Subscribers: Expiration date a p  
pears on right side of mailing label. 
Quantity Subscri~tions: $97.50 for 25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 copies 
of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 copies, 
of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 copies 
of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 100 
copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid 
Continental US. Alaska, HI., Canada, 
Mexico and Foreign, call or write for 
shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EX- 
PRESS are $1.50 each, Quantity back 
issue prices are as follow 1-10 copies 
$1.50 each; 11-5Ocopies $15.00,51-100 
copies $25.00. Shipping included, post- 
paid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska, 
Hawaii, Canada & Foreign orders please 
call mwriteforadditid shippinghges. 

* 

Copvriaht Statement 
COPYRIGHT 1992 by THE PHOENK 
LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of this 
newspaper for private, non-profit use is 
expressly encouraged, as long as the con- 
tent and integrity remain absolutely un- 
changed. For commercial purposes, re- 
production is strictly forbidden until per- 
mission is granted in writing from THE 
PHOENLY LJBERA TOR, INC. 

SmPPnvG CHARGES: 

USA (urcapt Alaska & Hawaii)  
UPS&. 75 I st title, $. 75 ea odd1 
B w h u t 4 2 . 5 0  1st title, $1.00 ecr add7 
Rbr@-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add7 

YdSlCd &HAWAII 
B o o w . 5 0  1st title, $1.00 ea addl 
PhrQ-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea acid7 
UPS2nddag49.00 1st title, $1.00a&~ 

~ A b ~ c o  
S w f ~ . 0 0  1st titie, $1.50 ea add7 
Airbook-$4.50 1 st title, $2.00 ea add7 

mRWw 
surfacdS.00 1st title, $1.50 ea addl 
Airbaok-$8.00 per title estbnate 

(Please allow 5-8 weeks for delivery) 
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